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INTRODUCTION 
The  Council  of Ministers  of the European  Communities,  at 
meetings  on  31  Octo~~r 1967  and  on  December  1968(o),  decided that 
the  Worklng  Party on  Scientific a.nd  Technical  Research Policy of 
the  Medium  Ter~ Economic  Policy Committee  should  be  required to 
(i)  "examine  the  possibilities for  cooperation,  starting with 
the  six fields proposed  (information science  and  telecommun-
ications,  new  means  of transport,  oceanography,  metallurgy, 
nuisa:r.ces  and  meteorqlogy )"; 
(ii)  "examine  the  inclusion of other fields  for  cooperation and to 
clD-ssify these  fields appropriatelyu. 
Finally,  the  Working  Pa~ty was  asked  to  examine  three  other 
questions:  the  comparison  of programmes,  scientific a.nd  technical 
'  .- '~ 
information,  and  the _coordinated training of research workers  and 
~I  j~ ,_ 
exchanges  between  scientists-
With regard  to the  first  two  terms  of reference,  the  Working 
Pa~ty was  required to  make  a  report to the  Council,  through the 
.  i  '  '  ~~  ' 
Mediu.m  ~erm ~conomio Policy Committee,  .before  1 .March  1969. 
I  •'' 
.~bis report  should.take  into consideration existing means  of 
i  ..  ·. ; .  .  ~  '  '  :' 
cooperatiqn and  look into  means  of encouraging the  participation 
of other European  ~tates in the  projects under  consideration. 
't  ('  ... 
With regard to  the latter point,  the resolution of 10 December 
1968  laid down  that  the  document  drawn  up  by the  Working 
(*)  Cf in Annex  I  the  texts of the  two  Council Resolutions Party should  be  annexed  to  the  proposals  for  cooperation which 
the  Council "shall  send  to  interested countries and  in particular 
to those  which  have  submitted  an  application to  join the  Community"~ 
The  setting out  of the  actions  for  cooperation  which  oould  be 
undertaken  on  a  European  scale  and  the appraisal  of the interest 
which  their achievement  would  offer  form  the  essential pnrt  of 
this report,  the  methods  of undertaking and  the  generc>.l  conditions 
for  the  implementation  of these  projects,  on  the  other  h~ndt  only 
being outlinedo  Only  some  special conditions  for  implementation 
directly linked  to the  proposed  projects  - are  dealt  with slightly 
more  fully nt  the  end  of Chapter III. 
However,  the  ·;vorking  Party felt  that  in certain, cases 
additional information,  concerning in  p~rticular the  methods  of 
carrying out  the  sug~ested projects,  were  necessary  for  the  Council 
to be  able  to  take  a  decision.  This  information will  be  sent  to 
the  Council before its meeting  in July 1969. 
Finally,  the  \iJorking  Party has not  been  able  1  in the  time 
fixed,  to  go  deeply  enough into "the  inclusion  of other fields 
for  cooperation  and  the  appropriate  classification of these  fields
11 o 
It is  consequently proposed to take  up this point  again,  with 
the  other  terms  of reference,  at  the  end  of  March  1969,  along 
the  general lines briefly covered  in Section 2  of this Document. 
• 'I 
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1.  SCIENTIFIC  AND  TEClilliCAL  COOPERATION 
......._..~~  ---...........  ......  ..........  _  •  b 
~sibilities in  seven  $ect~ 
I.  ORIENTATION  OF  THE  WORK  UNDERTAKEN  ........  _.._C'.......,_  .~-------...~-~~ 
'  In accordance  with  the  Council's instructions,  the  Working 
Party on  "Scientific and  Technical Research Policy"  had  set  up 
at  the  end  of 1967  seven specialist groups:  information science, 
telec?mmunications,  new  means  of  transpor~,  oce~~ography, 
metallurgy,  nuisances and  meteorology~ 
All  the  work  was  started under the  guidance  of the  Working 
Party on  "Research Policyn;  taking into account  two  basic points. 
The  terms  of reference  given  by  the  Council did not 
specifically aim  at launching a  general study  on  the 
expediency and  the  advantage  of a  European research  and 
development  policy.  The  W9rking  Party was  only expressly 
requested  to study the possibilities of cooperation  among 
the  Community  countries,  beginning with seven  sectors  and 
"to seek means  to enable  other European states to participate 
in the action and  cooperation in those  fields". 
Furthermore,  the  time limits set for  the  carrying out 
of  such studies were  too  short  to define,  priorities and 
p~ocedures .for  cooperation,  as  would  have  been useful. 
·; ·;.,8-
Simil~rly? the lack of time  made  it at  times  impossible  to 
carry out  complete  studies  b;;T'  sector  and  a, fortiori to  dafine 
and  adopt  a  systematic  method  of  approach ensuring the  necessary 
dovetailing of those  studieso 
These  studies being  done  by  sector  and  the  time  limits 
being strict, the  vv'orking  Party on  "Scientific and  Technical 
Research  Policy"  selected  a  pragmatic  approach.  For  the  same 
reasons,  the  projects under  study were  limited in  some  cases to 
proposals  of  a  preliminary nature representing only the  first 
stages of efforts at  cooperation  which  are  considered desirable. 
2.  !he  e~.t~.E.~t  to  which  proposnl_?_.~~-submit!ed to the  G~~lE2.21: 
should  be  in detail 
It was  necessary that  the  Council  should  h~ve available all 
the  information required  to assess  simultaneously the relative 
scope,  the  immediate  advantage  and  the  subsequent  development 
of  the  projects under  consideration.  But  it was  nevertheless 
important  not  to  go  too  much  into the  details of the  pvoposed 
projects  (programmes  and  procedure)  in order  to  ensure  that  they 
might  poseibly  be  examined  together with  the  interested countries 
without  their being  constricted by  too  advanced  a  preparation, 
which  would  have  an  undue  influence  on  future  negotiations. 
Furthermore,  when  the  cooperation projects  were  being 
studied  by  the  Working  Party,  certain sources  of difficulties 
which  have  arisen  in  carrying out  developmGnt  projects in the 
field  of European  technology  were  taken  into considerationo  In 
particular,  the  lack of agreement  on  the  social,  economic  or 
political objectives  aimed  at  by European  countries in their 
attempts at scientific and  technical cooperation  was  mentioned 
4S  being  an  important  element  of doubt  which,  experience  had 
' • 
• 
~9 ... 
shown,  rendered this kind  of project  unstable  or unsatisfactory  • 
.  In the light of the  discussions  on  these various points,  the 
.working  Party  on  "Scientific and.  Technical Research Policy"  sought 
to show,  in each  individual :case  .. ,  the  ~~ntage to the  countries 
of  the  Community  of.carrying  out  together the  proposed  projects 
while  temporarily putting aside  a  study in depth  of the  methods  of 
cooperation and  the  conditions required  to ensure  the  efficacy of 
. each  of the  proposed  projects  • 
. -!! 0  .  ~~~ACTIONS  FOR  COOPERATION 
The  proposals set  out  hereunder are  not all developed  to a 
similar level.  The  Working  Party has  therefore  classified them  under 
two  different  categories,  h  and  B: 
- category A covers  proposals  which  have  progressed  far  enough  to  make 
it possible  to. submit.~hem to  the  Pouncil for  ~ts decisiono  No 
indication as to  pri~rity is given; 
- category B  covers. pr.pp~.~als .which :require  further  s~udy before  the 
Council  can  take  a  de~ision~· 
.This  classifica.~ion ;g;iv:e.s  np  in~i.9at~op.. of. the  .. relative  importance 
of the .Proposed  project.s.  As  an  example f  the  project· for  the  develop-
ment  of  a  le~rge  computer  - a  subject  of considerable  i.mp9rtance  for 
European  sc.ienJtific  and· te~hnical cooperation  - appears  u.:1der  category 
B.  In respect· of this particular project,  as  for  certa~n other 
proposals ·.Classified  under that  category,  the  necessary back·  .. tlp  studies 
could  be  completed  within the  next  few.months.  In other  cases, 
classification under  category B  shows  that  the  proposed  projects 
require  studies in  depth  or  that  they must  be  taken  up again  following 
new  lines of approach. --10  .... 
Finally,  the  proposed  projects are  of fairly different kinds. 
They  concern  both  preliminary studies  - indispensable to put 
cooperative  schemes  on  a  firm  footing - as well  as research proper, 
work  on  the  development  and  standardization of equipment,  the 
developme~t of new  materials  or  components,  industrial development 
and,  finally 1  the  setting up  of  joint  centres or  of services  of 
public interest  manaced  on  a  joint  basis~ 
(In  the  following  pagesr  where  the  proposals are  covered 
sector  by  sector,  the  category under  which  each project is classified 
is given  together with the  reference  number  of the  corresponding 
analytical note  annexed  to this repor·t  - of .hnnex  II)  o 
1.  Information  science 
The  following  proposals aim either at  strenGthening the 
Community's  capacity to  produce  competitive  equipment  or at 
enabling the  economy  as  a  whole  to make  the  best possible  use 
of existing facilities and  to make  rapid use  of  the  technological 
possibilities afforded  by  the  available equipmento 
In respect  of production)  the  main  proposal  concerns  the 
design  and  manufacture  of  hi£~-power ~a!~~E~essi~~,~~~J~ 
( Pro  j e c  t  1 0) • 
Apart  from  commercial  and  technological considerations 2 
there is also  an  industrial objective to this project  which  is 
to foster  the  creation,  in  a  critical sector 9  of industrial 
structures better adapted  to world  competitiono 
• 
• -.11  -
Two  forms  of action which are  not  necessarily mutually 
exclusive  are  under  consideration and  must  be  further  specified: 
- the  development  of a  machine  whic~ would  be  marketable  around 
1980 and  would  fulfil at  one  and  the  same  time  the  requirements 
of the  future  market,  the  new  technology a.nd  indust·rial promotion; 
the  development  of another  machine,  marketable  around  1975  and 
consequently incorporating more  of the  existing technology. 
It is only with the  active  help of manufacturers  that it will 
be  possible  to be  more  specific about  the  form  of such  a  project. 
Consequentiy it. has provisionally .been  classified in  category B 
in spite  of its importance,  especially for  industrial cooperation 
within the  framework  of the  Community  and  with non-member  countries. 
In this respect,  the  ~v'orking Party hopes  that  the  continuation  of 
work  and  in particular negotiations between interested parties will 
be  encouraged  and  speeded  up. 
The  main  ~uropean companies  are  at  present  in  consultation; 
the results will be  made  available  at the  end  o£  May  1969  and  will 
enable  t.he.project  to  be  outlined  in greater detail. 
In respect  of utilisation,  several projects are  suggested: 
- the  foundation  of a  .E:S?.Bram  library (Project  ·12}  ~n  ~he  f.orm  of 
a  system  for  gathering  programs  in the' various  fields  of 
application,  for  organizing information in that  field-- in 
particu~a.r  i~_i.the  ~9rm of automatic  documentation  - and  for·· giving 
technical assistance  in the ... use  9£  program~..  The, development  of 
such  a  library could  be  gradual. (category A); !.,..,.12  -
the  setting up  of  standn.rdization  .£.S'mmi~~ required to carry 
out  softwarG  stan.J.ardization with the  participation of European 
manufacturers  and  to  promote  the  application of those  stand~rds 
(Project  13i  category A); 
the  coordination  of  the  ,P.X'O~~~-...  o f  user  sof.!..:Y..£:~  in  industry  1 
science  and  administr2tion*  frne  could start with  pilot  schemes 
on  subjects the  selection of  which  is still under  study by 
experts  (Project  15 1  provisionally category B); 
- a  pilot  scheme  in respect  of a  ~iss~on  network  aimed 
at  clarifying certain technical  problems  involved  in the  operation 
of such  a  network  (Project  11,  category A)o  This  could  serve  for 
the  study of  a  separate  switched network,  which  is described  below 
under  Telecommunications  and  is to  be  looked  into  by  the  Postal 
and  Telegraph authorities  from  the  market  angle  in particular. 
Finally,  the  need  for  a  sufficient number  of highly trained 
men  capable  of  mastering  and  developing  information  processing 
techniques led to proposals  for  the  foundation  of a  European 
Institute  of  !£.formatio~cience and  Tech!:lolo~ (Project  14)o 
This is classified under  category B. 
2.  Te  ]-e c Of!!!!!!.-illl·· c a  ii£~ 
For  telecommunication  services to  make  a  full  contribution 
to economic  expansion  and  for  the  telecommunications  equipment 
industry to  maintain  a  leading position in certain products,  it 
is necessary to spell out right  now  the  direction in which 
• -13-
development  will be  particularly essential during the  forthcoming 
year  so  For this, it is proposed  that  f~rward ~~~s  op  !2~ 
evolut~ of services  and  telecommunications requirements  should 
be  carried  out  (category A  - Project  20).  These  studies. will 
reveal the  points where  research is especi'ally urgently needed  and 
promises  good  results.  A general  study will  cover  the  requirements 
to  be  met  on  a  medium  and  long term basis.  A  special·study would 
go  into the  possible setting up,  by 1972-73,  of  a  separate  switched 
remote  data processing system  (data transmission). 
Furthermore,  certain proposals  on  matters  the  importance  of 
which is undeniable  may  be  introduced  even at this stage.  These 
would  be:  · 
- r~~earch~~~ on  the  transmission,  propagation  and  reception  of 
very high  frequency  waves,  with  a  view  to  improving knowledge  of 
.. 
the possible  working  and  to  improve  the  use  of  hert~ian beams  and 
telecommunications  by satellites (category A -·Project 25). 
telecommunications  and  information science.  The  first aims 
at  the  introduction of European  Conformity Certificates,  which 
would  make  it possible to limit technical  obstacles  to.trade  ~nd 
hence,  by  improving  market  conditions,  to increase  ~he competitive 
power  of the  products  .. concerned.  This  :i..s  a  standardization 
operation  of the  classical t·ype.(category>·A·- Project 21). 
Other  projects ·would  conce!-n  rese_arch  and  ~!eioErn.;:.nt  in  t~ 
s;phere  of new  types  of  compon~!_§_;  this is· a  mosit  imp·orta.nt  sUbject  9 
likely to require  a  substantial outlayt  but  one  on  which  not  enough 
work  is being done,  so  much  so that it has  had to  be  classified -14  .... 
under  category B.  However,  studies are being actively pursued 
in order  to try and  make  more  specific proposals within  the  forth·"' 
coming  weeks  (Projects 22,  23  and  24)o 
3,  ~~..!!.IlL.£.L~~~d 
The  increasingly acute  transport  problems  in urban  areas 
and  the  com~etition of nircrart· with  inte~-city land transport  over 
medium  distances  have  for  some  time  been  producing  a  plethora of 
new  ijeas,  some  of  which  hnve  already been  resenrched  or  have  even 
led to industrial developments. 
~lthough it is important  that  new  ideas  should  come  forth, 
it is  ~qually necessary to  avoid  an  excessive  number  ~f concrete 
developments  which  might  mean  a  waste  of efforts.  This is 
especially true  of  cooperative  projects. 
Cert~in proposals tend to clarify the  necessary choices 1  while 
others  al~eady concern  research  and  development  projects: 
- the  forward  study of  passenger transport  between  the large 
European  agglomerations  (category A  - Project  33)  would  make 
it possible to  indicate  more  precisely the  ranges  where  the 
introduction of new  techniques  to~ards high-speed  collective 
transport  is necessary.  This  sttidy should  be  carried  out  within 
the  framework  of the  work  cnrried  out  by the  OECD  in  consultation 
with the  European  Conference  of Transport  Ministers; 
- the  development  of electronic traffic aids  on  major  roads  would 
help to  improve  safety and  the  flow  of traffic  on  them  (c~tegory 
. A- Project. 30); 
r-. • 
-· 
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- three  technical  and  economic  studies of a  preliminary nature 
concerning,  x:espectively,  electromagnetic "lift" (sustentation), 
a  marine  hovercraft  of around  2,000 metric  tons  and the  use  of 
closed-circuit  gas  turbines  for  motorized rail vehicles  (category 
A -·Projects 31-32-34); 
four  subjects  were  studied,  but  their examination is still in 
the  preliminary stage  and  they appear  in category  n~  These  are 
the linear. induction  motor,  the  electric vehicle,  the  use  o.f 
automation  in  shipping  control  and  the  determination  of the 
direction  of lanes  of traffic in urban  areas.(Projects 35,  36,  37 
and 38). 
4.  ~~n~~r.nphy 
The  realization .of the  enormous resources  of the sea,  which 
was  assisted  by.  intensive  oilt:  prospection near coastal areas  and 
'  ·  by.  the. world  1 s  increased  food  requirements,  is behind the. increasing 
interest given  to that  field  long  looked  upon  as  being,the  subject 
. of  only disinterested research_. 
The  proposals  made  hereafter  n!"e  n.othing  more  than  an initial 
3.nswer  to  the  problems  which  arise  and  which require  fj.r9t  and 
foremost  the  development  of  a  new  technology.  :  ..  It will in fact 
only be  possible.t~ make  detailed proposals  when  the  specific 
objectives of  coop~rative action  have  been  defined  with  a  view to 
exploit  in~ the natural resour·ces,  involving· the  need  for  preliminary 
work.  It is, however·.,  possible  to  suggest  even  now  two  groups  of 
actions  which  will  be  necessary whatever  the  extent of  subs~quent 
decisions  on  exploiting natural  .r~.so~r~es·,- naJI!el;Yt .. t.;tte·se  ?-re  the 
fight  against  pollution and  improving the  basic  knowledge  of  marine 
phenomena. -16 
In the  field  of protection  ~gainst pollution of the  sea,  the 
projects  in question  aim at: 
- improving  information  on  the  extent  of pollution in estuaries, 
elQborating techniques  for  the  fight  against  and  continuous 
s~rveillance of pollution of the  se~,  fixing  toxicity  st~ndards 
(category h- Project  40); 
- developing,  in  sup~ort of  the  above-mentioned  projects,  two 
scientific devices which are  essential for  obtaining the  data 
sought  (c:J.teeory A- Projects 41  cmd  42). 
On  the  other hand,  the  E_.s_~ic  know~~e of  m~rine .J2hB~l£!~£ is 
still too  inadequate  for  a  bold  commitment  to the  exploitation  of 
the  seas.  It is therefore  proposed  that: 
- the  cre0tion  of  a  measuring  network  in  Europe~n waters,  for  both 
oceanography and  meteorology,be  considerede  The  first  stage  would 
be  to  develop an  automc.tic  measuring  station at  seao  This  is 
classified tmder  category A  (froject 43),  while  the  setting up 
of  n  measuring network  requires  an  additional study  and  therefore 
comes  under  category B. 
Finally,  in  the  field  of development  of new  instruments  1  ·:;:rro 
initial concrete  proposals were  made  in this connection by  the 
speci3.list  group concerning the  development  of  a  probe  for  deter-
mining the  chemical  parameters  of sea water  and  an  instrument 
facilitating geological ·prospection of the  sea bed9  These  proposals 
are  classified under·category Bas they are not  yet  sufficiently 
adv:.=tnced  (Projects  44  and  45)() 
• • 
• 
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5.  Metallurs:~; 
The  variety of possible actions in this field is amply 
demonstrated by  the  fact  that  nn initial sounding-out  of industrial 
undertakings revealed  a  wide  measure  of interest in  theory and  a 
large  number  of  concr~te  suggestions~ 
In this field  the  VJorking  Party is studying  a  general proposal 
.  .  . 
on  procedure,  namely,  the  creation of a  combined  European  project, 
which  could if necessary be  extended  to  other  fields.  It would  be 
based  on  the  allocation,  on  the  recommendation  of a  joint European 
body,  of national  funds  to national undertakings  or laboratories(•) 
{category A).  This point  is developed  in Chapter III. 
The  projects shown  below  could serve  as  an  example,  or  possibly 
as  a  basis,  for  drawing up the  programme  for  this  combined  European  . 
undertaking: 
- several projects regarding  metals  and  alloys  for  gas  turbines 
(Projects 50,  51  and  52) •  The'market  for  these  machines,  both 
. ',  ' 
for  the  production  of electrical energy and  for  propulsion 
purposes  1  is likely to ·  d·evelop  considerably if the  amount  of 
exotic materials available  is such  as to enable  the  efficiency 
to be  stepped up  considerably; 
...  a  project  concerning metals  and alloys necessary for  the 
construction of plant  for  desalinating sea water  (Project  53); 
___  ....._ ___ _ 
( *)  Thl." s  would  be  1·  ·  b  ·  f  t  d ··  ~  a  pre  J.mJ.nary  asJ.s  or  s  u  J.es.  The  possibility 
of extending the  payment  of  funds  to other types  of  centre will 
have  to be  considered later. ·-18-
- projects for  supplying  the  chemical  and  petrochemical industries 
with  equipment  of ever-increasing size,  such as  large reaction 
tanks  (54  and 55); 
a  project  dealing with high-performance  mnterials  - super-
conductors  and  semiconductors  - for  usg  in electrical and 
electronic  engineeringo  This project  would  have  to  ~e studied 
in  close  connection with projects  22  and  23  concerning electronic 
components  (Projects  56  and  57)o 
These  projects will hPve  to  be  re-examined  by  the  body 
stud~ing the  combined  venture. 
6.  Nuiso.nces 
The  urgency  of the  fight  against  pollution has  led the 
Working  P~rty to submit  ten  projects  immediately,  all of which 
coul~ be  launched  very quickly  (category A). 
- three  projects  aimed  Rt  comb~ting air pollution,  one  by 
defining the  overall d-'lllger  level  of atmospheric  ~-ollution and 
the  others by  studying the  harmful  effects of sulphur deriv-
atives and  the  composition  of  fumes  and  dust  from  motor  vehicles 
and  domostic  heating appliances  and  the  methods  for  combating 
them  (Projects  61,  62  and  63); 
- three  projects  on  problems  of water:  naturRl  purification 
processes,  purific~tion processes  for  waste  wat0r,  thermal 
pollution  of water  (Projects  64,  65  and  66); 
a  project  concerning the  contamination  of wntcr  by  biocides 
( ~r  o j e c t  6 7) ; .  .: 
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development  of sludge  processing methods  (Project 68); 
- Study  of acoustic nuisances  (disturbing effects and  techniques 
for  reducing vehicle  noise  (Project 69). 
All  these  projects are  directed both  towards  obtaining a 
better knowledge  of  the  phenomenon  of pollution  and  of the 
harmful effects of pollutants,  so  as  to  improve  techniques  for 
mitigating the  pollution,  and  towards  remedying  those  effects. 
This  will  make  it easier to  adopt  uniform rules,  necessary both 
for  henlth  purposes  and  to  eliminate  the  hindrances  to the  Common 
Market  often  caused  by  lc..ck  of precision in these rules. 
In this  connection it is important to emphasize  that in 
o~r~er to get  a  satisfactory answer the  problem  of nuisances will 
have  to  be  tackled as  a  whole  in a  more  systematic  manner.  To 
do  this measures  coordinating the  various projects suggested 
above  appe~r ?ecessary. 
On  the  ot~er hand,  as  far  as  pharmaceutical  products· are 
concerned~ it will be  necessary to  make  an  overall study both 
of the health aspects  and  of the  economic  and  industrial aspects. 
The  proposals submitted here  are  thus  only the  first steps in 
this direction. 
Meteorology 
In  meteorology the  proposals  centre  around  two  main  points: - ....... 0  --
1.  the  major  operations  in new  meteorology; 
2.  the  0meteorological  equipment"  projects. 
The  first  point requires  full  devele>pment  by  the  Community 
countries of the  new  possibilities offered to meteorology by  the 
techniques  of information  processing by  computers  and  of  the 
collection  and  transmission  of  information by satellites. 
These  possibilities open  up  in particulnr the  possi~)ility of 
longer  range  weather  forecasts.  The  economic  value  of  forecasts 
covering a  lancer period is pLrticularly evident  in agriculture, 
building1  cert~in kinds  of  tr~nsport and  the  tr&vel  industry. 
Beccuse  of the  international nature  of  meteorology  and  the 
very  considerable  financial effort  involved,  it is suggested that 
this transition tv  a  new  dimension  -Europe's  own  contribution to 
the  Norld  ~eather  ~ntch - should  be  made  jointly; 
- on  the  one  hand  1  by  the  ~~,!..~-~~  up  of .9- j.,9_j.!!i_~.?!.'.O..l25.i8~J.. 
~i£L~2~_2!ld res~£2h_~~Ei!~ engaged  mainly  on  we3.ther 
forecasting,  especially over  periods of 5-15  days;  this would  be 
provided  with sophisticated  inform~tion processing  h~rdware 
(category A -Project  70); 
- on  the  other hand,  by  the  jo"ir..t  ,S!evelO,.P.!!:!2nt.  ~d  ope:r..::~.l  .. 9.!!.t  along 
lines still to be  specified<a  of  Eleteorolo£~cal  satF_~_\_:::"~-~~  (including 
the  necessary  ground  stations)a  It would  be  advisable  for  the 
"meteorology"  specialist  group  to  study this project with ESR0 1 
which  could  act  as  technical ndviser. 
·, I 
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The  other  procedures  as regards  construction  and  operation 
have still to be  specified,  which  makes  classification of the 
project  in category B  necessary {Project  71).  This  very important 
operation should  be  undertaken  with the  utmost  urgency if it is 
decided  to.set  up  the  joint meteorological centre. 
The  second  point  for  cooperative  action  concerns  the  joint 
development,  standardization and  E~rchase of meteorological equip• 
ment  whether  that  used  on  a  large  scale  such as balloons  and radio-
sondes,  or  complete  plants such as automatic  meteorological stations. 
Such action would help to  improve  the  existing equipment, 
promote  standardization  of observation  systems  and  enable  savings 
to  be  made.  ,Moreover,  the  industrial  importance  of these  projects 
is considerable  (category A - Project  72). 
Finally, it should  be  pointed  out  that  the  project  to establish 
a  measuring network in European  waters  incorporates some  meteoro-
logical aspects. • • 
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SUMMli.RY  OF  PROPOSALS 
Code  used: 
A 
B 
1 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
I  low  cost,  up  to about  2  million u.a. 
See  text 
II medium  cost,  about  2  to  10 million u.a. 
III high  cost,  considerably higher  than  10 million u.a. 
Field: 
INFORHATION  SC!ENCE 
High-power  data 
processing systems 
Phase  1 
Dnta  transmission 
networks  between 
research centres 
Phase  1 
Phase  2 
European  program 
library 
Classi-
fication 
B 
A 
A 
A 
Software  standardization 
committees  A 
European  Institute  of 
Information Science  B 
User  software  in various 
sectors  B 
Total 
cost 
of 
project 
III 
I 
II 
II 
I 
III 
II 
Time 
required 
in years 
3 
2 
2-3 
3 
4 
Links  with 
other 
projects 
Links  with 
No.  22 
(23  and 5?) 
Links  with 
Nos.  20,  12 
(13,  15) 
Links with 
No.  11 
( 13 t  15  t  20) 
Links  with 
No.  11 
(12,  15,  20) 
Links with 
Nos.  11,  13 
(20) • • 
No.  Project 
...  23  -
Classi-
fication 
Total 
cost  of 
-project 
Time  Links  with 
required  other 
in year·s · projects  .... 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
2 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
fiel~: 
TELECOHlVIUNICATIONS 
Forward  studies of 
telecommunications 
service 
Study  I 
Study II 
European  conformity 
certificates for 
electronic  componants 
New  components  for 
computers 
Basic research  on  the 
properties of 
semiconductors 
Phase  1  ··  · 
Solid st&te  devices 
li. 
A 
f• 
.ri. 
B 
B 
for  hyperfrequency  use  B 
Basic research  on  the 
propagation  of high 
frequency  and  very high 
frequency"hertzian' 
·waves  A 
3  Field: 
NE1  ._.MEi~N~  ..  9r.  TliAN~_FOiiT 
30  ·Devices  for  electronic 
traffic aids  A 
I 
I 
I 
III 
III 
II 
II 
I 
.  .. ;  .· 
··' 
2-3 
3-5 
. Links  with 
· No •  11 
(12',  13;  15) 
Links  with 
No.  10 
:  (23,  57) 
'', 
Links with 
No.  22 
(10  and  57) 
'Links with 
3  No.  25 . 
3-5 
5 
·Links  with 
No.  24 
Links  with 
No.  37 'No. 
31' 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
...• 24  -
Projects  · ·classi-
fication 
Study  of the' 
advantages  of 
electromagnetic 
"lift" 
(sustentation) 
r 
h 
Study  of  the  advantages 
of  [1  mo.rine  hovercraft 
of  about  2 1000  metric 
tons  A 
Forward  study  of 
passenger transport 
between  large 
oonurb!;i tiov.s  ii. 
Study  of  closed-circuit 
gas  turbines  for  use  on 
railways  A 
Research  and  development 
work  on  the  linear 
induction  motor  B 
Automation  of shipping 
control  B 
Collection  of  the 
information required 
for  the  correct 
direction  of  lanes  of 
traffic  B 
Research  on  the  use  of 
electric vehicles  in 
urban  centres  B 
Total  'Time 
cost  of  required 
project  in years 
I  1 
I  1 
I  1 
I  2 
••  • • 
••  • • 
• •  •• 
•• 
(I  • 
.  ._...._....~--..--
Links  with 
other  project 
Links  with 
No.  30 
- • , 
• 
•' 
~- l.~ f- 25  -
No. 
4 
Proje'ct 
Field: 
OCEi.N OGRL.PHY 
Classi- ·· 
fication 
40  ~  Fight against  and 
surveillance  of 
pollution of tbe 
sea  A 
Phase  1 
.,  ·  Phase  2 
41  Development  of n 
device  for  measuring 
toxicity  A 
42  Development  of  a  A 
device  for  toxico-
logical  and  biological 
studies in the  sea 
(undersea Ecostat)  A 
43  Oceanographical 
measuring network 
in European  waters 
Phases  1  and  2  A 
Phase  3  B 
Phase  4  B 
44  Development  of an 
oceanographical 
45 
5 
50 
chemical  sonde  B 
Development  of  a 
sea-bed  sampling 
apparatus 
Field: 
NETALLURGY 
Study of titanium 
~lloys and  super-
alloys  for  gas 
turbines 
B 
Total  ,,.  Tim-e··  Links with 
eost  of  required:  other 
.project  in years  projects 
I  .. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
•• 
•• 
1 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2  ,; 
.  •· 
• • 
Links  with 
Nos.  41  and  42 
Links  with 
Nos.  40 and  42 
Links  with 
Nos·.  40 and  41 
Links  with 
Nos.  44,  71 
and  72 
Links  with 
No.  43 
Combined  projects .  .on  t,he 
followin~subjects,: for  example: 
J. 
Links with 
II  '  5 ...  Nos •.  51  and  52 
'  ,  I 
...... ,  ............... ~.  -~ ................... -.. -.................. ,  ..... . 
O  ~  ..  O  ,,  ... ·- ... lo  ........... ~  •'hl'll ...... j  •• ,, ........................  •oJ  O  _..,. .... ~-· j  ~UoH  ......  ··- .................................. <  0  d~·  ..  .  ... ~  ·-~  ........ _  ..............  ~...  ..  ......... ... No. 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
6 
61 
62 
Project 
Development  of fibre-
reinforced materials 
for  gas  turbines 
Development  of 
refractory metals  nnd 
other  materials  for 
gas  turbines 
Hnterials  for  the 
desalination of 
sea-water 
High-gauge  steel tanks 
for  the  chemical 
industry 
The  possibility of 
using noble  metals  for 
the  chemical  industry 
Development  of 
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''  'l- .:  ,1'....  _,,,.,' 
Clnssi-
fication 
Total 
cost  of 
project 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
industrial super-conducting 
materials  I 
Development  of 
industrial semi-
conducting materials  II 
~J:i: 
NUISl~NCES 
Fight  against 
atmospheric 
pollution by 
sulphur derivatives  A  I 
Development  of 
biological 
indicators  for 
determining the 
overall  danger 
level' of atmosPheric· 
pollutants  A  I 
Time 
required 
in years 
5 
5 
5· 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
Links  with 
other 
projects 
Links  with 
Noso  50  and 
Links  with 
Nos.  50  and 
Links with 
No.  23 
---
ll 
52 
51 
~ -27 ... 
No. 
63 
64 
66 
Project 
Study of  fumes  and 
dust  from  motor 
vehicles  and  domestic 
heating appliances 
Natural purification 
processes in polluted 
waters 
Purification processes 
for  waste  water 
Phase  1 
Phase  2 
Thermal  pollution  of 
surface  waters 
Classi-
fication 
A 
A. 
A 
67  Biological effect  of 
the  contamination  of 
water  by biocides 
68 
69 
Development  of sludge 
processing methods 
hcoustic nuisances 
7  Field: 
70 
71 
72 
METEOROLOGY 
Common  Meteorological 
Computation  and  Research 
Centre  A 
Joint development  and 
use  of European 
meteorological  B 
Joint development, 
standardization and 
purchase  of 
meteorological 
equipment  A 
Total 
cost  of 
project 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
III 
III 
I 
Time 
required 
in years 
3 
3 
1/2 
2  1/2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
min 
1-2 
Links  with 
other 
projects 
Links  with 
Nos.  71 1  43,  72 
Links with 
Nos.  70,  72 
and  43 
Links with 
Nos.  ?0,  71 
and  43 .. i· 
• 
\  ' 
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III  •  CONDITIONS  FOR  THE  IMPLE~IENTi~oTION OF  COOPERl~TIVE PROJECTS  --- .............  -- ........  ..  ................ ~~ .  .-....--.--.  ___  ......_ __  __."  ......................................... _  ....  _..........., 
1 f)  GenerRl  considerations  ........... .- ..... 
The  measures  proposed. in the  preceding pages  are  made  up 
of a  number  of projects the  implementation of which  seems  both 
feasible  and desirable.  However,  the  method  of classification 
used  to present  them gives  only a  slight indication of the 
procedure to be  adopted  for  implementing them.  This  procedure 
s '  •  ,.  ~}  ·,  •  '  • 
is quite as  important  as the definition and  the selection proper 
of subjects for  cooperation,  since  they determine  the  success 
or  failure of the  operations in question. 
The  Working  Party therefore  intends to complete  the  work 
entrusted to it by  taking the  various  projects put  forward  in 
this report  and attempting to present  them  in accordance  with 
a  more  OperationP.l  plan.  A reclassification of  the  actions 
might,  for  example,  be  contemplated,  the  following  categories 
l·  :,.· 
being taken into account  (if necessary these  categories could 
be  added  to after analysis): 
(a) technological  programmes  which  are  beyond  the· scope  of 
national budeets and  companies;  programmes  meriting 
joint financing  and  possibly the  creation of industrial 
consortiums  and  the  coordination of  government  orders; 
(b)  projects which are  intended to be  carried out  wholly or 
partly in a  joint centre  and  which will form  the  subject 
of  joint  financing; 
(c)  projects to be  ca.rried  out  by national ·companies  or  centres 
but whicb  invol~e the  coordination of government  orders; (d)  projects to  be  carried  ot.'.t s  with nc..tiono.l  fin3.ncinc;,  by n:J.tion::.l 
centres or  by undertakings which.are not  necessarily part  of a 
group;  the  allocation  of  funds  would,  however~  be  made  on  the 
recommendati0n  of  a  European  body  (see  beJ.ow  "Combined  European 
projects")  10 
The  ~orking Party will start work  on  this as  s0on  as  possible 
and  inform the  Medium  Term  Economic  Policy Committee  of the results 
before July 1969  for  forwQrding  to the  Council$ 
This  operational classification is all the  more  useful  in that 
the  possibility of  carrying out  the  proposed  projects  seem  to be 
linked tp the  adoption  of many  and  various  methods  of  implement~tion~ 
Thus,  as regards  information,  programming  and  management 9  it 
will  be  necessary  to  possess  adequate  means  to  pla~,  develop,  direct, 
curb  or, if need  be,  discontin~c the  projects decided  upon. 
whether  the  work  involves standardization,  specification of new 
equipment,  the  coordination  of  government  orders  or  the  supervision 
of the projects, it will  be  necessD.ry  to  create  executive  bodies  -
often of a  temporary nature  - and~  where  necessaryi  auministrative 
bodies.  These  bodies  must  in all cases  be  given  the  necessary 
responsibilities and  powers  to  c:J.rry  out effectively the  projects 
in question.  These  bodies  must  create  or  maintain all the 
necessary relations with  international organizRtions  engaged  in 
work  in the  fields  chosen  by the  Co~ncjli while  avoiding any 
duplication of their activities. 
.. I  .· 
As  regards  financin~,. in respect  of  which  the  Working  Party 
h~s not  studied the legnl procedures 7  the  main  point  to  be  r.esolved 
is to decide  whet·.her  the  projects selected need  to  be  finan~ed 
jointly by  the  countries taking part  or  whether it will be  sufficient. 
to  provide  for  national financing  with  means  for  the  coordination 
and  exchange  of information.  The  problem  of the  respective 
con-:ributions  wh:tch  the:  States and  industrial  compe.nies  should make 
towards  rese~rch costs will  alsc-~ave to be  examined  with respect 
to industrial develormcnt ppntrects. 
"'1.s  for  the  dissem:j.nation  of  information  i  ·cooperative scientitic 
or technical  action  should  only be  undertaken after agreement  has 
been  r~ached on  the  status of  jointl;r acquired  k..~o 1rh'ow  and  or..  the 
regulations  governing industrial property rights. 
Finally,  the  participation of  industry in the  afore-mentioned 
joint projects is considered essential.  The  forms  cf association 
to  be used  will therefore  need  to  be  thoroughl~ examined.  Regardless 
of whether  they concern the  relationships to be  set  up  at  the  stage 
of the  preparation of progtoammes  or the  par·ticipation of firms  and 
industrial  consortiums  in the  selection or  implementation  of 
projects,  these  various points should  be  diseussed  without delay. 
It will therefore  be  necessary - over  and  above  the  general 
indications given  in this report  and  in the  promised  opsrational 
classification - to  pay  special attention to these  questions during 
the  stage  when  the  proposals ·for  cooperation are  an.a.lysed  following 
the  submission  of this report.  The  weakness  and  frequent  failures 
in the  organization and  management  of science  ~d technology in 
European  countries have  often  been  recognized as  the  fundamental 
cause  of the  technological  gap  between  those  countries  and  the United :_-+-. 31  -
Stn.tes.  It would  be  of no  g~eat  adv~~tage to  countries  and  the 
Community  to  plan  and  set  up  on  a  European  level  machinery, 
regulat:Lons  and  management  methods  sufferine  from  the  sr.me 
weaknesses. 
For  the  reasons  stnted in the  first  pages  of this report  the 
Working  Party confines itself here  to  mentioning these  problems. 
Examination  of the  actual possibilities for  cooperation  and 
the  classification of the  projects suggested  by  the  speci~list 
groups  in the  seven  sectors 2  however,  led the  Working  Party to 
discuss  more  thoroughly certain conditions  of  implementation 
directly connected  with the  proposed  measures. 
2.  So~__g,l..!c~~i,S'~ to  be  .r:~~_£~V_!d  i.n  th~- ~L~~c_l2!:.s in  g31e~J.:2!! 
These  are  grouped  here  under  four  headings:  information  :~d 
docume~tation, training,  combined  European projects and  the  joint 
specification production  and  purchase  of equipment. 
(a) Information  ar.d  documentation 
In  several of  the  sectors  examined  obvious  gaps  and  inadequ~cies 
:i.n  information and  documentation  were  noted. 
Low-cost  projects  (the  creation  of learned societies or 
the  expansion  of their activities,  the  systematic  exchGnge  of 
information  and  the  organization  of periodic discussions)  could 
appreciably increase  the  value  of the  studies developed  or 
proposed,  especially in respect  of oceanography  and  meteorology. 
Similarlyj  on  the  subject  of transport,  telecommunications 
and nuisances,  exchanges  of information,  which  have  progressed well t• 
'-
.. 
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as regards  the results of research carried out  within the  various 
countries,  could usefully be  extended  to projects and  programmes 
now  being drawn  up.  ~is would greatly facilitate  the  planning 
of new  cooperative  projects and  eliminate useless duplications. 
(b)  Training of research workers  - general  coord5_nL'\.tion  of rese:lr.£!1 
The  question  of the  training of research workers  and  the 
gene:;,"'al  .-coordination  of national  rese~roh programmes  has  been 
brought  up  in several sectors.  These  problems  co~ld not  always 
be  examined  in de,th,  The  proposal  of the  specialist grou,  on 
ttinformation Science"  suggesting the  creation  of a  EuroJ;ean 
Institute of Information  Science  and  Technology,  for  example,  had 
to be listed under  category Bo 
·' 
The  Working  Pax-ty  will devote  further  work  to these  questions. 
(c) 
as has  already been  noted,  examination  of proposals  for 
cooper~tion in the  field  of metallurgy led the  Work~ng Party to 
suggest  that the  im~lemen~ation of  combined  European action in 
this field be  studied.  Such  combined  action  could be  based  on  the 
allocation of nc.tional  ft+nds  to national laboratories or  companies 
on  the  recommendation  of a  Europ~an committee  made  up  of represent-
ativcs of the  countries  taki.:-~6  p.~t  ~ 
The  ~~1orking Party y-rill  atudy this project  more  thoroughly 
forthwith  so- that  the  Counc,?-~  wi.;Ll  _rece~~e the necessary information 
on  th3  subject  before  the  end  of  J~ne 1969.  Thi.s  study will take 
the activities and  responsibilities_ of the  CQmmission  into ~33-
consideration. 
The  Working  P-rrty  in  tends  also  - in the light  of this  stu·1y  -
to examine  the  suitability of undertaking similar combined  actiun 
in  other fields,  taking  account,  of course,  of the  peculiar ties 
of  each fielJ.  In this  way,  for  example,  thGy  might  consider the 
advantage  of action  of this kind  in respect  of  programmes  in the 
field of  telecom~unic~tions~ 
(d)  Joint  specificatio~, production  and  purchas~£f eg~pment 
Finally,  in many  cases there  arose  the  problem  of drawing up 
European  agreements  on  the  specifiGation and  production  of 
apparatus  and  equipment.  Of  va~ied nature  and  importance,  these 
materials  concern  many  sectors:  information  science  (high-power 
data.processing system,  components),  transport  (electronic traffic 
aids),  ocennogr2phy  (apparatus  to  measure  toxicity,  undersea 
Ecostat),  meteorology  (automatic  stations,  miscellaneous  equipment). 
Joint ·specification  of  the  characteristics  and  performance 
of  such  equipment  has  obvious  advantages- Coope=ating  countries 
would  have  at their disposal  a  range  of standardized  or  compatible 
instruments,  adapted  to  the  needs  of Europenn  consumers.·  Whether 
they concern  measuring apparatus  - a  field  in  which Europe  on 
technology is obviously  far  behind,  public service  equipment  or,  more 
generally,  any  equipment  the  production  of which  is  considered 
desirable  on  u  European  scale for  economic  or  technological 
reasons,  decisions  on  them  should not  be  taken without  at  the  same 
time  the  conditions  for  the  production  of  such  equipment  being 
examined  and  fixed  (industrial consortiums,  method  of choosing the 
producer  or  producers,  consumer  associationst etc.). -.34 -
Finally,  the  coordination of government  orders in respect 
of materials  developed  jointly will in general be  a  necessary 
condition  for  the  success  of  the  proposed projects.  Such 
coordination,  even  when  limited to  the  sectors  considered in 
this report,  raises difficult  and  complex  problems  (the definition 
of what  is meant  by  government  orders,  the  balancing of industrial 
spin-off which  determines  the  stability of cooperative  projects 
etc).  These  various  problems  must  first  be  studied in greater 
depth by the  Working  P~ty and  then  with all the  countries teking 
parte 2. 
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NhTIONAL  SCIENTIFIC  POLICIES .AND  EUROPEAN  PROGRAMMES 
-·-----------------------------------------------------
COMPh.RISON  OF  HETHODS,  PLANS,  PROGR:1.MMES  AND  BUDGETS  CONCERNING 
RE'BEi~Rcn AND  PRocEnul~E FoR  ·THE  sELEcilroN  oF  NE11'  irEw;-... ·FaR  -
COOPEfUiTION____  ·---
_......_  ..... 
The  Working  Party  on  nscientifio  and  Technical Research Policy" 
has  judged  that  the  de fi.ni  t ion  of new  fields  of cooperation,  so 
requested by the.Council 1  would  be  facilitated  by  a  comparison  of 
national plans,  programm~s and  budgets.  It is agreed  to  take  up 
this double  question again after submission  of this report,  the 
necessary studies and  investigations having to  be  spread  over 
several months. 
In the  light  of the results of that  exercise it should be 
possible,  on  the  basis of national objectives and  programmes,  to 
outline  a  joint conception of scientific and  technical  cooperation 
and  to point  out  sectors in which work  would  be  carried out  at  the 
national,  European  and  world-wide  levels respectively. 
The  ·v7orking  Pn.rty  contemplates  developing its activities along 
three lines. 
First,  the  Working  Pnrty would  consider  whether  and to  what 
extent it would  be  necessary to  foster  forward  studies applicable 
to both technological  needs  and  possibilities.  Various national 
centres are  already engaged  on  work  of this kind but it seems 
ap?ropriate to investigate  the  scope  and  extent of such studies 
in order to define  more  precisely the effort that  should  be 
undertaken at the European level. .,  r·r-.36  -
The  Working  Party also  proposes  to carry out: 
- an  investigation of  op~ions and  qf n2tional scientific and 
technical  objectives; 
- a  comparison  of the  bu~gets and  programmes  of member  countries. 
In this respect,  the  OECD  is already in  a  fnvournble  fOSition 
as  a  centre  for  comparisons.  It will be  necessary to study the 
best  possible use  to be  made  of  it~  without  ruling  out  closer 
coordination between European  countries, if only to accelerate 
and  intensify the  comparisons  and  exchanges  in those  fields. 
B •  SCIENTIFIC  AND  TECHNICAL  INFORi"Ui.TION  ;  .. ND  DOCUM~i  .. TION 
Problems raised by  the  creation of a  joint system  for  the 
processing and  dissemination  of scientific and  technic~l information 
or  the  coordination  of national  information  systems are  very  complex 
and it has not  been  possible  to deal  with them  fully so  far. 
1.  The  problem  of  the  dissemination  of scientific and 
technical information is mainly that  of keeping  up  to date 
bibliographic  and  documentary  records  (tables  of scientific and 
technical  constants,  results of measurements  or tests,  industrial 
and  economic  data~ etc.)  and  of  consulting those  records  through 
a  computer,  possibly  from  a  distanceo ~ 
r·. 
i' 
,, 
f' 
•  ·;•t 
·such records will be  more  and  more  indispensable to all 
scientific  resea.~ch  worl~ers  f  a~d to industry as  they grapple  with a 
volume  of publications  ··which  are  becomilig. increasingly difficult to 
handle  by  conventional  means. 
International cooperation  would  produce  substantial gains in 
time. and  money,  since ··a.  document  would  only have  to be  identified 
and  indexed  once. 
..  ' 
2.  Such  records· already exist at Euratom and  ESRO.  Those 
systems,  and  their  connections  with national documentation  centres, 
·should~ be  developed  with .  a  vi~~·~  to.  improving the  services l"endered 
'and  testing certain new  techniques  in the  field  of information. 
Se~eral ·bth~~ ~eco~ds under  sector  hea~ings a~e ·m~intained by 
national organizations within  the  jurisdiction of Member  States,. 
other European  countries or the  United  St~tes.  Finally,  several 
national systems  ea'ch  covering several subjects are  in  the  process  of 
being  formedo 
Attention should.be  given  to  the  possibility of gradually 
setting up  a  general European  system which  would  take  into account 
cooperation with the  United States and  would  be  achieved  through a 
. functional  grouping o£  records  Under'sector  headi~g~ a~d national 
systems,  each  interchanging communication  with  the  others.  Such 
. ' 
a  system could undoubtedly  be  extended  step by step to all 
d isci}lines. · 
3:  ' 1ThE/·d~ve'iopment~J·of  '·coo'p~:ra.ti~n ·b~··tw~~n:  th~ ·,cou.ntries 
participating in the  general European  system  postulates coordination 
in the  whole  field  of scientific and  technical  information,  even  in ..  .,..  38  .  ·~.,  .-~~  .. 
sectors which  are  not  the  subject  of  joint  or  combined  action. 
Such  coordination,  the  procedural arrangements  for  which  would  have 
to be  worked  out,  would also  include  the  definition of a  common 
attitude towards  cotmtries and  international organizations  which 
do  not  participate  in the  system. 
4~  In addition to the nuclear  and  space  sectors already 
mentioned,  the  following  sectors are  considered to be  suitable 
for  cooperation  on  a  European  basis:  ae-ronautics,  agriculture, 
chemistry,  economic  statistics,  information science,  medicine~ 
metallurgy,  meteorology,  nuisances,  oceanography,  telecommunications, 
transport;  among  the  afore-mentioned  sectors• agriculture  and 
metallurgy  should  be  given  priority with  a  view  to  launchine studies 
for  defining the  systems to  be  put  into effect. 
5.  In all assumptions it has  so  far  been  accepted  that 
certain functions  should  be  undertaken  at  a  European level,  in 
particular: 
- development  of a  multilingual "linguistic tool"; 
- standardization  (of  magnetic  tapes,  software,  bibliographic 
references, abstracts, etc.); 
- hurmoniz~tion of training of  speci~lists; 
- up-dating of documentation  on  the  structure  of networks. 
6.  Because  of  industry's interest in it, the  application  of 
automatic  documentation  techniques to patents is considered 
important  and  should  be  studied in the  near  future. ~  ,. 
r  r  "" 
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These  problems,  whi·c.h.  are as. wide-ranging as  they are  important  t 
have  been  studied taking three  factors into account: 
- the  Working  Party aims at drawing  up  a  scientlfic and  technical 
research policy in accordance  with  the  needs  of the  economy; 
the reforms  in  the  field  of  higher education at present  taking 
place  but it would  appear to·be difficult to achieve  in the  near 
future  owing  to  the  very fluidity of the  international situation; 
•  various international organizations already have  the  explicit 
task of dealing with questions of education and  training. 
In  view  of these  factors,  it seemed  to the  'ulorking  Party that 
two  special subjects should  be  selected as matters  or  priority for 
study: 
the  elimination of obstacles to exchange  between scientists in 
order to ensure  greater mobility at  the  Community  level,  together 
with  classification of possibilities  for  exchanges; 
the  possibilities and  need  for  European  countries  or  organize 
post·-graduate  training. 
In this respect,  various projects have  already been studied or 
are being carried  out elsewhere.  Thus,  for  example,  the  scheme 
for  the  creation of a  European  Ins~itute of  Information Science  and 
Technology  submitted by  the  specialist group  on  ttinforrnation Science" ... -.40-
has  many  points  in  common  with  two  other  schemes at present  being 
studied,  one  at  CECD  (International Institute  of Technology)  and 
the  other at  NATO  (International Institute of Information 
Processing). 
It is thus  important  to  consider this particulex question and 
the  general  problems  which arise  in connection with it by en  overall 
approach  so  as to be  able  to define  combined  attitudes and,  if 
possible,  a  common  policy. 
The  work  on  these  two  subjects will be  started forthwith  by 
the  Working  Party on  the  aspects  coming  within its terms  of  reference~ ANNEXES • 
ANNEX  I  "-'---
TEXT  OF  THE  RESOLU,!J._QN  ~DOPTED BY -·THE  COUNCIL  AT  ITS 
~ETING ON  31  OCTOBER  19£Z 
Sc:t.entifi.c  an'd  technical research  problems  within  the  Com~niti~~ 
1•  The  Council,  the re-presentatives of the ·Member  States meeting 
within  the  Coun·cil  and  the  Commission 
whereas 
- progress  in scientific and  technic~l matters is a  fundamental 
factor affecting the  economic  growth  and  general  development 
of the  Member  States of the  Communities  and  in particular their 
competitive  capability; 
- the  achievements  of European  cou·ntries ·in  the  field of scientific 
and  technical  ma.tt.er-s  and·  their industrial applications ha\Te  not 
been  as rapid during  the  last  few  years·as those  recorded  outside 
Europe,  notably in the  United States,  in a  certain number  of 
branches essential to the  development  of  modern  industrial 
economies;  and.  whereas  the  fact  that Europe  is so  far behind  in 
this field  creates a  serious risk to its medium  and  long  term 
economic  and  social development; 
have  expressed . 
their depire,. to implement,  in  conn·ection  with  the  medium  term 
economic  development  programme  of the  Community  and  taking into 
' · ac-count  the  new  developments- in  the  field of research_,  an  energetic 
••  i +.44  -
programme  to  correct this  sta~e of affairs and  to  promote 
scientific and technical research  and  the. introduction of new 
developments  in  industry. 
2.  For this purpose,  the  Council  has  decided  (the representntives 
of the  Member  States meeting within  the  Council  have  decided) 
(a)  actively to  pursue  the  work  which,  undertaken within the 
framework  of  economic  integration,  is likely to  improve  and 
harmonize  the  general  conditions  f~vouring the  promotion  of 
research and  the  introduction of new  developments  (  in particular, 
Europeru1  company  status, European  patent,  fiscal harmonization); 
these  legal  and  fiscal  measures  must  favour  the  setting up  of 
more  effective  indu~triel structures; 
(b)  to require  the  Working  Party  on  "Scientific and  Technical 
Research  Policy"  of the  Medium  Term  Economic  Policy Committee: 
(i) to  examine  the  opportunities  for  cooperation,  beginning with 
the  six proposed  fields  (information  science  and  telecommunications 1 
development  of new  means  of transport,  oceanography,  metallur~y, 
nuisances~ meteorology); 
(ii) to  examine  the  inclusion of other  fiel1s  for  cocperation 
and  to  classify these  fields  appropriately. 
The  Working  Party shallt  before  1  March  1968 9  report  through 
the  Medium  Term  Economic  Policy Committee  to the  Council  (to the 
representatives of the  Member  States  meeting within  the  Council), 
who  shall require  the  committee  of Permanent  Representatives  to 
submit their  conclusions  to  the  Council  (the  representatives  of 
the  Member  States meeting within the  Council)  before  1  June  1968. 
The  Committee  of  Permanent  Representatives shall be  assisted by  a 
• ....  ~+s-
group  made  u.p  of senior officials in scientific research.  The 
Commission shall be  closely associated with this work  at all its 
stages and  shall be  invited to  make  any  ~uitable proposals  and 
s11ggestions; 
(c)  furthermore,  to instruct  the  Working Party on  "Scientific 
and  i'ech~.ic9.l Research  Po~icy" of  the  Medium  Term  Economic Policy 
Committee: 
(aa)  to pursue  the  comparison  of national  methods,  plans, 
. programmes  and  budgets  concerned with research; 
(bb)  to examine  the  means  for  creating a  Community  system for 
the  processing and  dissemination of technical  information or 
for  the  coordination of national  information systems; 
(cc)  to  examine  the  tneans  for  ensuring coordinated.  training 
and  more  extensive  exchanges  between scienti.sts. 
(d)  The  reports(*)  shall take  into consideration the  cooperation 
existing at the  present  time,  particularly in  other international 
organizations,  and  shall seek  means  to enable  other European 
states to participate in such  projects and in cooperation in 
the  above-mentioned  fields. 
4.  The  Council hopes  that industrial undertakings will be  consulted 
on  the  working  out  of a  policy on  scientific and  technical  matters 
and  on  measures arising  theref~om. 
5.  At  the  time  of these discussions  on  scientific and  technical 
research,  the Council shall reaffirm the  importance  which it 
attaches  to constructive decisions being made  in the near  future  on 
the  future activities of Euratom research. 
(*} 
These  reports shall be  submitted to  the Council  through the 
Medium  Term  Economic  Policy Committee. !'- 46  -
!!~_9F THE  RESOLUTION  ADOfJ..!12~~1ll!9]_I;. 
AT  .ITS  ME~STING ON  10  DECE~1BER 1968  ......---..  ....  ............. ,..,.~ 
~9~£~!ation in the  field  of scientific and  techE~-~~ 
1o  The  Council,  the  Governments  of the  Member  States and  the 
Commission  shall, before  1  July  1969~  implement  the  provisions  o£ 
the  Resolution  of the Council  passed  at  !luxembourg  en  31  October 
1967  on  cooperation in the  field  of scientific and  t.echnical  researcho 
2.  To  this end,  the  Working  Party on  "Scientifj_c  and  Technical 
Research  Polio~' of the  Me~ium Term  Economic  Policy Committee  shall, 
before  1  March  1969,  submit,  under  the  conditions laid down  in this 
Resolution,  the report  which it was  required to draw  up  and  which 
will take  into consideration  the  possibilities of cooperation with 
European  non-member  countries,  in accordnnce  with  the  terms  of 
reference  given to it on  31  October  1967e 
3Q  The  Council  shall study the  report  of the  Working  Party on 
"Scientific  and Technical Research  Policy"  and  draw  the initial 
conclusions  from it, in particular  the  concrete action  to  be  taken. 
In the light  of those  conclusions it shall address  p~oposals for 
cooperation to the  other E".lropean  countries interested  and  particula.:r-Jy 
to those  which  have  asked  to  join the  Community,  and it will attach 
the  ·;iorking Party's report  as  an  annex  to its proposals. 
4.  The  Cou~cil shall,  through the  appropriate  chan::1els,  obtain 
the  opinion  of the  non-member  states  concerned  on  the  proposals 
forwnrdcd  to them.  The  Council shall discuss  the replies received 
and  any suggestions submitted  by the  non-member  states. t- 4·7  .. ,. 
The  Council  and  the  non-member  states interested shall  convene 
meetingi of experts with a  view  to studying the  technical, 
f:i.nancial  and  other  problems raised by  carrying out  the  projects 
decided  on. 
meetings  o 
Experts  from  the  Commission  shall attend these 
5.  The  obje0t  of this study is to prepare  for  the  discussions 
between 1  on  the  one  hand,  the  ministers responsible  for  technology 
in the  Six  countries  and  the  other  countries  concerned  and,  on 
the  other  hand,  the represontGtives  of  the  Commission;  with  a 
view  to taking the  necessary decisions  on  the  projects  which it 
is proposed  to  carry out. ANNEX  Il 
(Introductory notes and  specifications) 
This  annex  contains 47  notes describing the  proposals 
submitted  to  the Council.  Each note briefly states the nature, 
objectives,  grounds  for  cooperation  and  methods  of carrying  out 
the  proposed  project. 
The  notes are  classified in the  order of the  seven fields,  the 
first  figure  showing the  field in accordance  with the  order of the 
resolution  of  31  Cctober. 
In addition,  for  each  field there is a  brief note setting out 
the  main  problems at present  and showing  how  and  to  what  extent the 
proposed  projects provide  an  initial solution to these  problems. -51 -
1.  INFORMATION  SCIENCE 
The  problems  which  Europe  has  to  face  up  to in the  field 
of information science  concern  both  the  production of the  equip-
ment  and its utilisation. 
With  regard to P.roduction,  the  situation is marked  by  the 
fact  that the  market is dominated  by  subsidiaries of American 
companies.  Even if this has  not  so  far prevented  customers  from 
.  ·: 
being provided with the  moat  modern  or powerful machines,  it 
nevertheless has  several drawbacks.  The  European  economy  always 
.  . 
runs  the  risk of receiving the  most  modern  hardware  and  softw~re 
with  some  delay and it is deprived of considerable  export oppor-
tunities.  These  consequences are all the  more  serious as  informa-
tion science  tends  to  occupy  a  strategic place  in all economic 
activities:  the  absence  of a  genuine  European  production and 
technology in this field risks having savere  repercussions  on 
the  technology,  and hence  the  competitiveness,  of all the  other 
industries. 
f'- •  .•  .. 
The  efforts to  encourage  the  development  of an  information 
.  ' 
processing industry independent  of the  American  giants  cannot  be 
ccmpletely successful if they  remain  on  a  natiGnal basis since 
they  w0uld  require  frequently prohibitive financial  backing and 
would  founder  on  the  limited nature  of the  national market. 
The  need  for  cooperation in this field is thus  obvious. 
'  ..  A  '·  .  (  .• 
Consequently,  the  aim as  regards  hardware  is the  formation 
of an industrial unit  (undertaking or  group  of undertakings)  which 
:·! 
would  be  technically and  comm~rcially capable  ot  gradually  o~vering 
a  6on~iderable part of the  European market.  For  thi6~it is neces-
': ...  '.:  '::;.-· 
sary to  have  a  sufficiently wide  rap.ge·  of products,  a  well-org;tnized marketing network and  an avant-garde  technology.  Project 10  aims 
at these  various  targets simultaneouslyG  The  high-power  system 
available  by about  1975  and  compatible  with other products  of  the 
same  period.  would  provide  the  ne:eessary  "top  end  of the  range", 
and  the  system  to  be  produced  by  about  1980  would  make  use  of a 
revolutic~ary technology.  The  procedure  to  be  adopted for  this 
project have still to  be  fixed in order  to  verify whether  the 
desired objectives  could  be  reached in this  waye  Research in this 
new  technology  would also be  supplemented  by  a  project  devoted  to 
components,  and  in particular to  the  development  of new  memories 
(Project 22).  Finally it is to  be  hoped  that  the  major project 
described above  will have  a  generally  favourable  effect on  in-
creasing the  compatibility of the  machines~ 
As  regards  the utilization of information processing,  the 
general problem is to  enable  the  whole  economy  to  make  the  best 
use  of  the  existing facilities and  to exploit  quickly the  techno-
logical potential opened  ~p to  the available  equipment.  Three 
priority items  seem  to be:  preparation of  software,  data trans-
mission and  manpower  training. 
Often,  insufficient use  is made  of  the  possibilities for 
employing  computers  owing  to  the  lack of  the  necessary  p~ograms. 
It would  therefore  be  valuable  to undertake  a  wide-ranging  scheme 
to  encourage  the  preparation of software  for  industrial,  scientific 
or  administrative uses. Pilot schemes  have  been  proposed under 
Project 15. 
It is as yet  too  early to  know  if an attempt  should  be  made 
to set up  a  large software undertaking  capable  of  supplying not 
only European  customers,  but also of exporting  on  a  large. scale .. 
... -
, 
.r53-
to non-member  countries,  or whether more  decentralized methods 
should be  aimed at,  use  being made  of public undertakings or 
public laborator.ies already in existence.  This  development  of 
software  would  be  propitiously backed up  by Project 12,  the 
program library,  which aims at enabling better use  to  be  made 
of existing software  by  providing potential users with greater 
information on  the  existence of proven software,  and  by Project 
13i  which is directed towards  a  certain amount  of standardization. 
The  existence of a  satisfactory data  transmission network,  on 
the other hand,  will become  more  and more  important in the  future 
and this has  given rise to  two  proposals,  (11  and 20). 
Finally,  the possibilities opened  up  by information science 
will only  be  fully exploited if the  people  likely to  use  them 
receive adequate  training (Project 14). 
Even  if these  various projects are  technically independent, 
they should in fact  be  considered as a  whole  .in  which  the separate 
items  support  each other  • • 
\ 1··,"-:---
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Field:  Information processing 
Project 10:  HIGH .... POWER  DATA  PROCESSI~JG SYSTEHS 
1. Nature  of project 
Design and  construction of a  high-power data processing and 
storage  system leading to  the  marketing: 
- on  a  medium· term  basis·,·  of  a  competitive  European system 
forming  a  kind of "top-end of the  range"; 
- on  a  long  term basis,  of a  ~uropean system along completely 
original lines which  would be  competitive  on  a  world-wide 
scale. 
The  joint construction of a  high-power data processing 
system should allow the  following  three objectives to  be  reached: 
- the  first,  of a  commercial nature:  to  meet  the  demand  which 
will arise  on  the  Europeah  commercial market  in the years  to 
come  and will otherwise  be  met  by non-European  products; 
- the  second,  of a  technological -nature:  to  en.courage  the 
~·  :'  . 
creation of a  highly advanced European  technology affecting 
the  whole  field-of information·prooessing and  leading to  the 
.  . 
training of an  independent European  output potential; 
the  third,  of an  industrial' nature:  to' facilitate  the 
structural transformation of the  European  information pro-
ceasing industry and  the setiing.up of an industry of 
sufficient scope  to  compete  on  a·world scale.  The  industrial 
./ ....  ·.~--.56  -
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structures  which  Europe  needs will not  develop  of their 
own  accord if an  objective is not  assigned to  them  and 
if the  various States  do  not provide  financial backingo 
- To  open  up  a  market  wide  enough  to warrant  the  development 
of a  large  system. 
- To  group  together  financial efforts relating to projects 
which  cannot  be  undertaken  by  individual manufacturers. 
- To  encourage  the  creation of new  industrial structures 
on  a  European  scale. 
- To  reduce  and finally  to  close  the  gap  which  exists  between 
Europe  and  the United States in the  field of information 
science. 
- Meetings  between  manufacturers  within  the  next  two  months 
in order  to  lay  down  the  main features  of the  project,  the  pro-
cedure  for  carrying it out,  and  cost  and  time  scale,  at least 
for  the  first phase. 
The  other  methods  will have  to  be  determined later in 
the  light of  the  manufacturers'  initial report,  which will 
be  available at the  end of l,iay  1969. 
On  the  basis of this report, it will be  possible  in 
particular to  see  to  what  extent the  medium  and  long  term 
projects  may  be  separate  from  or  complementary  to  one  another. -57  ·~ 
Project 10 
5.  Cost  and  time  scale 
-For the  medium  term project,  it is expected that·a 
prototype will be  ready in 1972-73,  to be  put  on  the market 
by  about  1975. 
- For the  long  term project,  marketing may  be  expected 
by  about  1980. 
An  initial phase  of three  years  for  the  long term project, 
taken up  by  the  design of the system  and  the  construction of 
certain parts of the prototype,  could be  estimated very 
approximately at 20 million u.a. 
6. Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable 
7.  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with other projecl! 
- Links  with other projects; 
This project requires  close  cooperation in  the  carrying 
out  of advanced studies in all related fields  such as  components 
(in particular large-scale integrated circuits,  memories),  peri-
pheral equipment,  software  and  data  transmission.  These  projects 
will be  "ordered"  by  the  large  system project itself; their 
cost will··haVe :.tg~be. take.fi  ~ntQ&cons±daration whett  working  out 
the  cost of the  "large system" project  from  which  they  can not 
be  separated. -59-
Field:  Information  processin& 
)  . 
Project 1J:  INFORHATION  PROCESS~NG NETWORK~ 
1. Nature  of pro  je..£:!:.  .,. 
. Project aimed at  ~e~ting ~P info.r~ation processing 
networks  lf:nking  Eur_op~~n  a~d.  1?-.a~.ion~l  res.earcb centres. 
·~ 
2.  Objectives 
This project aims  at.~romoting a  public service activity 
and  developing a  technical  fac~lity enabling use  to  be  made 
of services such as  program libraries,  data banks,  etc. 
More  specifically,  the  f~rst stage  woul4  be  a  pilot 
project allowing an  experimental link·to be  established 
'r  . 
· between existing centres  by·· using  the· normal  telephone  lines 
in order to  pinpoint'tbe organizational problems arising from 
the  introduction of:  an~inter~co~priter network  and  to ascertain 
the  qU:ali ty of  the  service  from· a  tec·hnical and a  tariff point 
of ·view. 
This first stage should  the·refore  include  a  period for 
studying  the interface problems  posed  by  connecting up 
computers  w-. ich have  t·o.  b&  llinked  together.  Then,  in the 
second stage,  a  mes.h·  ... data transmission .network  could be  set 
'  ;  ~ \  .  -,  )'  .  : '  ;":;  .  ..,  •.. 
.... 
up,  possibly including special  l~ne high-speed sections. 
'  ,.  This project could include  the  d~velopm~~t ~f ~ertain new 
j  ~quipmenta  (s~e note  No.  20  of.the Telecommunications specialist 
group). ·--.60  -
~.!_2jecL11. 
3o  Advantage·of  coopera~iJ~ 
.International cooperation is· necessary  from  the  point 
of view  of the  standards  to  be  adopted in respect of tra4s-
·mission pr6cedures as well as  the  characteristics of the 
equipment uses. 
· 4.  ~thods of  operation 
This pilot project  could  be  based  on  the  link between 
the  central program library and  certain na  tir  -nal  centres. 
5.  Cost  and  time  scale 
- First stage: 
- Cost:  personnel:  there  should  be  a  team  of 15-20 people 
to  be  responsible  for  coordiantion and  the  design  of 
the  system  - 0.5 million u.a. 
- cost of  equipment  and hire of lines - 0.5 million u.a. 
cost  to  the  states in terms  of staff in the  event  of 
an  interconnection between six national centres may  be 
estimated  (three persons per centre)  at 0.7 million u.a. 
for  the  first stage  (two years). 
- Time  required:  the  first stage  could stretch over  a 
period of  two  years. 
- Second  stage: 
- Cost:  to be  determined  on  tho  basis of the results 
of the  first stage. 
- Time  required:  two  to  three years,  on  the  basis of 
the  results of  the  first stage. •'  / 
T  ~•  .. -61  -
6. partieipation of non-member  countries 
Desirable 
7•  Classification,  additlonal remarks  and links with other project 
- Classification:  category  A. 
- Link with other projects: 
This project should be  considered as being linked with the 
one  concerning the setting up  of a  European program library (see 
note  No.  12)  and with those  planned in the  field of user software 
(note  No.  15),  as well as with the project for  European  stand-
ardization committees  (see  note  No.  13). 
It must  be  stressed,  moreover,  that the  solution of the 
problems relating to the high-speed mesh  network  would  be likely 
to  encourage  the  development  of high-power systems. .• ·,.  ..  ..,.  ..  ..  ~ ..  .  ..  : . 
·\ 
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Field:  Information processing 
Pro  j eo1i 12:  EUROPEAN .  PROGRJU.i  LIBRARY 
.:·  .  ~- .. ...  . .  ~ . . 
1. Nature  of projeet 
The  setting up  of a  body  consisting of a  central 
institute and a  union of national centres. 
2.  Objectivas 
Automated  documentation  on  program descriptions to 
serve all European users. 
Collection of ,programs  in the· various fields of application, 
followed  by  the  possible specialization o'f  the  various  oentres  • 
.  ....  ~ 
•  1  '  ~  • 
.  ,  ··Threefol.d-purpose  of the  project as  a  whole:  information, 
collection/distribution,  tec~.1nical assistance,  insofar as  that 
does not apply to  the  work  of specialist advisory bodies. 
3. Advantage  of  cooperation 
Direct information on  request  on  th·e  existing store 
l~ading ~o:• considerable reduction in duplication  • 
.  .........  . 
.  ~ .  .  . '  ·~  . 
·~  '  J .. ,  •  ••  • 
Access  by users  to programs  cciri~•rned with their activity; 
de linea  t·i:on; -t;>f.  ~.dvisers'  responsibilities. 
4.  Methods  of operation 
·~·-·Pil6t  projeot:.autqm~ted documentation  system  for  programs  • 
...... 
. I; -~~  ...  -----...:.  __  --. 
-·  :  r  -· 
Project 12 
- Public service:  collection,  testing,  technical assistance by 
national centres for programs  of national oiiiin,  by  the 
central institute for  other  communica ti'oris ·and  information 
through  the  central institute. 
A coordination  committee  responsible  for  the  operation  .t. 
of the project(*). 
5.  Cost  and  time  sc~ 
Cost:.total cost:  4.8 million u.a.  to  be  divided between: 
- joint budget:  2.4 million u.a. 
- budget  to participating states:  2.4 million u.a. 
Time  required~ pilot project and setting up  of  coordinated 
structures:  three  years. 
6. Particiuation of  non-member  countries 
-+= 
Desirable 
7o  ~-~fication 1  additional remarks  and links with other projects 
Classification:  category  A. 
Link with other projects:  this project should be·considered as 
being linked with that  concerning  the  setting up  of information 
processing networks  between research Odntres  (see  note 11). 
• 
(*)  NB.  Setting up  of  a  remote  information processing network 
between  centres.  See  note  No.  11,  "Networks",  1st phase. .  ' 
......  6,5  -
Field:  Information  processi~ 
Project 13:  ST.ANDARDIZATION  C0!-1MITTEES 
1 o  Nature  of project  ... 
• 
The  setting up  of E.uropean 'standardization committees. 
The  standard~  .. ~ation .project should initially be  mainly 
oonoerne«  with software. 
It  should~~ developed in  t~~ee.fields: 
- progra.mming  :l:.ang~ages; 
·I  , 
-interfaces (data transmission procedures); 
-structure of supports  (card  in~exes). 
- To  stand~rdize software  with the participation of the 
representatives of European  manufao~~rera,  within a  period 
.:·of_  ~~~e·.:?Pm:I'atib;Le  with its ,general aP.plication. 
- To  enc~urage:.:its application by  ~electing it for use  in 
computer installations dependent  on  the public sector. 
3. Advantage  of cooperation 
The  laok of standardization of computers at all levels can 
only be  overcome  gradually;  as  there are  not  many  manufacturers, 
action on  a  national scale  would  have  little effect.  Action  should 
therefore  be  undertaken in all cases  within a  Community  framework 
and if possible  on  an  even  wider scale. -·  66  -
!::~:.9 j2,2t  1]. 
4. !'!illods of  operati£!1, 
Setting up  of three  permanent  committees,  one  for  each 
subject  (see 2),  composed  of  government  representatives,  in 
particular the national representatives at the  ISO  and  the 
technical advisers seconded  by  the  European  manufacturers. 
5.  Cost  and  time  scale 
At  the rate of six meetings  per year,  each lasting  a'·-w~ak~. for 
each  committee,  annual  budget  of about  0.1  million u.a. Permanent 
activity. 
6.  ~ticipa  tion of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7.o  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with other  project~ 
Classification:  category A. 
Link with other projects:  this should be  considered as  being 
linked with  the  project  concerning  the setting up  of information 
·processing networks  (see  note  No.  11). 
.l .......  67  -
Field:  Information processing 
E£oject 14:  EUROPEAN  INSTITUTE  OF  INFOID4ATION  SCIENCE  AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
1o  Nature  o~ project 
Training and research 
- Setting up  of  a  European  insti~ute of information science  and 
technology. 
2. Objectives 
The  European institute shall carry out  the following 
three  o~jectives: 
- training 
research 
- coordination. 
Training:  - post-graduate  training subdivided into five  sections: 
- management  training 
training of engineers 
- training of analysts 
- advance&  theory  training 
- teacher  traini~g. 
Research:  in information .processing: 
- software 
- hardware 
Coordination:  •  of training and instruction programmes  in the 
field of information processing 
of research and  development  programmes  in 
information processing. - To  concentrate scattered efforts and  avoid duplication in 
research and  development. 
- To  create a  European  tra:J.nlng  scheme  of  a  high  st<=~ndRrd and 
independent  of  the  solutions  submitted  by  computer  manufacturers. 
-To facilitate exchanges  of information at all levels. 
- Institute  1Gl:;  Y.~ 2nd  ;ye~ 3rd year  ~-~:h~e-":" 
.,.  .....  .,.,.~...:r#,  to'~--
Administrative 
personnel  20  25  30  35 
Research and  training 
personnel  4o  70  100  130 
Coordination  SG:I."Vice  20  25  30  35 
Total  80  120  160  .?
110 
========================================~~= 
5. £ost  a~d time  scale 
The  setting up  the  European institute should  be  spread out 
gradually over a  period of  three  yearoo  From  the  fuurth 
year  onward,  the  programmes  should operate regularly. 
- The  cost  should  be  shared out  as  follows: 
1st year•  3,000~000 u.a. 
2nd  year.:  4,500,000  Uoa• 
3rd year:  6,ooo,ooo  u .. a. 
4th year:  7,500,000 u.a. l, 
.'!. 
·'' 
i',; 
:  ·, 
,'I 
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6. Participation of  non-member  oountri•s 
Desirable. 
7•  Classification, additional remarks  and links  with other projects 
Classification:  category B. Field:  Information procesains 
Project 15t  16  and  17:  USER  SOFTWARE 
r.,,; 
·~,.1·:  ~ 
ti'  The  development  of user software  for  industrial, 
scientific and administrative purposes. 
In the first stage,  carrying out certain pilot projects. 
2. £pjectives 
Substantial savings  poss~ble by  coordination of the  long 
·,'  and  costly software  establishment studies. Establishment  of system 
and software prototypes  for  general and special application. 
3.  Advantage  of cooperation 
Coordination of work  with a  view to satisfying a  wide  range 
of requirements not  dependent  on  any particular type  of 
computer. 
- Unification of procedures. 
- Elimination of duplication. 
4.  Nethods  of o;eeratiq,E; 
To  be  determined  (a  "user software" specialist group 
will supply  the  details of certain pilot projects and  the 
methods  of operation within  two  months). 
·,. 
;  1', Projects 15,  16  and  1Z 
5.  Cost  and  time  scale 
To  be  determined. 
6.  Part~~iEation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7.  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with other projects 
Classification:  category B. .-· 73  .. 
2,  TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
The  immediate  problem  which  the  telecommunications 
administrations have  to ·race  arises  from  the almost  explosive 
character of the  increase in demand  in all forms  of trans-
mission,  espeoially'in ithe  field of telephony.  In· spite of the 
number  of methods  in use,  deficienc~es in both  the· quality and 
the  quantity  ~f the  servi~es provided have  been  o~served in 
most  of  the  countries of the  Community,.-·  These  defici~ncies are 
not  due  to  factors  of a  technical nature  but are  esse·n.·tia.lly 
financial  in  o~igin. 
The  present acute  needs in classical telecommunications 
in Europe  lead  ... )  to  the possibility of new  requirements 'being 
pushed into  the  background,  especially in the  field of data 
and  pi~ture tran£mission.  Such an attitude would  be  extremely 
dangerous',  since  the  peri'ods  of  time  which  inevitably elapse 
between  the  beginning of research arid  the  large-scale satis-
faction of new  requirements are  always  considerable. 
The  phenomena  of eeonomic  and social transformation,  suoh 
as  the  increaSing concentration of populations in  towns·,  the 
e~tension and  transformation of large urban· centres and  the 
increasing mobility-of people  and  goods  within each  country and 
within the  Common  Market  will continue  to necessitate extensions 
and adaptations  to  telecommunication systems  which  cannot  be 
carried out  on  a  short  term  basis. ~It is therefore  e~sential to 
anticipate  these  developments,  not ·only to  defin~·their implica-
tions for telecommunications  and  to :provide  for  ~·them,·  but also 
to avoid allowing to  continue  over-~:nuctber of~years a  ~ituation 
·  ..  ,  whe~e· the  pr·ovision  of·"·telecommunicati'ons. serv'icS'e i·s ;·following - ?4-
demand  instead of anticipating it and  therefore  does  not  make 
the  greatest possible  contribution to social and  economic 
development.  It is only  o.n  the· basis of such a  forward-looking 
view of  new  requi~ements and their repercussions in terms  of 
research and  development  that an  overall programme  of cooperative 
projects could  be  worked  out  into  which  could  be  fitted certain 
reseRrch and  development  plans in various  countries in the 
Community. 
From  a  technical point of view,  telecommunications  systems 
are  not  lagging behind  •. The  equipment  supply industries are also 
not lagging behind1  and  the  industrial companies  of the  Community 
have  considerably increased their share  of world  exports~ But-
this has  only been possible  with  the  help,  at least in part,  of 
American  technology,  especially in the  field of components, 
which are  assuming increasing importance  in the  systems used  by 
telecommunications administrations.  Owing  to  the present easy 
access  to this s.ource  of supply,  this situation does  not  have 
repercussions  on  the  quality of the  systems  in operation.  But it 
has  obvious  implications at the  level of  economic  and industrial 
development  in the  Community:  the  European  component  industry is 
suffering  from  restriction,  by  the  compartmentalization and  lack of 
organization of national markets  as  well as  from  the prohibitive 
cost  of research carried out  exclusively on  a  national basis. 
It is thus  possible to lay down  a  few  lines of approach 
along  which scientific and technical  cooperation in the  field of 
telecommunications  could  be  tackled: 
(a)  A forward  study of requirements,  which  would  constitute the -.?5-
overall  framework  for  the  definition of cooperative projects, 
especially the  setting up  of international networks,  and 
would  enable certain plane of the administrations to  be 
coordinated; 
(b)  Projects in connection  with the  supply industries,  and 
particularly the  supply  of components.  These  projects  can 
be  either at the  standardization level or at the  research 
and  development level; 
(c)  Cooperative  projects in the  field of research and  develop-
ment  on  transmission,  propagation and reception phenomena, 
such projects being already recognized as having priority. 
The  proposals submitted attempt  a  first step in each of 
the  three  directions indicated  (respectively 20,  21-23t  24-25). 
If these  proposals are at present limited to  the  working 
out  of an overall  framework  and  to  five  immediate  projects~ this 
is due  to the desire to  draw  up  a  d~tailed procedure  for 
examining an overall programme  of cooperative  projects,  which 
it has  not been possible  to  do  within  the  time  available,  whilst 
at the  same  time  ensuring a  quick start for  projects  whose 
feasibility is already sufficiently established. Field: Telecommunications 
?ro  je  e~ 20:  FORJJARD  STUDIES  OF  TELECO~~MUNICATIONS SERVICES 
1e  N~ture of project 
Two  forward  studies·of telecommunications ·requirements: 
§!~u~_f: General study of services ,to  be  provided in the field 
of telecommunications.  Evaluat'ion of the 'nature  and 
volume  of services· to  be  provided  by  1985,  as  well as 
the possibilities of  these· requirements  being met  by 
existing and  new  'techniques. 
§1~~~; Special study of services  to  be  provided by  1972-73 
in the  field of  te1ep~ocessing of information. 
2.  Q;ojeo~!,y~ 
Studl I: Definition of the  directions in which,  from  the. point 
of view of long  term  requirements,  research efforts are 
particularly urge·ntly required and promising.  The 
preparation of the  choice  of new  cooperative  reeearch 
and  development  proje~ts on  this basis,  as  well as 
the  coordination of  certain projects: drawn  up  by the 
postal and  telegraph authorities. 
Study II: The  preparation of decisions on  the  possible setting 
up  by 1972-73  of a  separate  data  transmission network 
and  the  determination of its characteristics. 
3 •.  ~vantage of cooperation 
The  choice  of research and  development  projects and  the 
coordination of certain projects must  be  based on  common  view-
points regarding  the  provision of services in a  field where 
international connections are  important. .. -':.78 
E£2.~.-L?& 
4.  Methods  o..£...2£..9L.a.i~ 
In  carrying out  these  studies,  the  opportunities offered 
by  the  existing international structures  (OECD,  ITU,  CEPT)  must 
be  used to  the  maximum, 
§1udy  I:  To  be  carried out  by institutes.  An  initial exploratory 
study is being carried out  by  the Federation  of Tele-
communications  Engineers  in the  European  Community 
(FITCE).  In this way  it will be  possible  to  define  the 
lines along  which  the  forward  study should be  pursued and 
possibly  to  produce  even at this  stage  some  proposals 
for  cooperative action. 
Study II:  Will be  carried out  directly by  the  national adminis-
trations with a  comparison  of records and  joint pre-
paration of decisions. 
5.  Cost and  time  scale 
Stud.;c_,f:  total cost:  30-sOOO  uoa. 
time  required and  phases:  total time  required:  t~o years 
first phase:  six months 
~~~~: cost:  negligible 
time  required:  total:  two  years 
first phase:  10  months 
second phase  (possible):  about  one  year. 
'  I ~~79 -
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6. Participation of noJ.t-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7.  Classification,  prelimir.ary rema1"ks  and  linkF:;  with other  project~ 
Classification A. 
Link with other projects:  Study II on  ~eleprocessing of 
information is an  essential part of the  second phase  of Project 
11,  relating to  data  transmission between  research centres. ·,  ~r:~~'(~:;:~,·~·;  :~~~~~  ..  ~.::::;:0;'·)7:,;  1''~')t''",."'l'?:;;·r:"""  ~.~'  ';r;(: ;:  \.  '; ·:. ;::: .. /  . '  ·.:·• ~  r::~ ·r"\  "'.:•>;<)  , i:''; \:[::  .: ::i:'  ·~: ':: ;  ·. 
,  '  ':;..  ,  '  ~  r '·  t'  1-.~,,  •\  '  -,  l  .  .,  ;~:,  \J',''  '.  , ' .  ';·  ,  ... t  '  •(  •  .,...  '• 
,  1; . r,  ~  .,.  ·~ r  ..  •  ; ,  ~  ,·  ~,  •  "l 
'  •  •  '  (;  •  •  ..  "  .,  1  '  '  '  ~·  ' 
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Project 21:  CREATION  OF  EUROPEAN  CONFORMITY  CEfRTIFICATES  FOR 
ELECTRONIC  CO!JiPONENTS  . 
·. 
1. ~!~  of projeot 
Establishment of  common  standards and rules for approval 
certificates for  electronic.com~on~h~e~ 
By  reducing  the  compartmentalization of national markets, 
.  ' 
standardization and the  introduction of approval certificates  i 
would  enable  the best European undertakings to increase their 
outlets and to cut  costs.  The  telecomounications services would 
gain  considerably from  this. 
A  European  oomponent  classification·system would,  moreover, 
permit  the  coordination of tests on  component  reliability,  such 
research being very difficult to undertake  on  a  national scale 
for  special  components  of very high reliability owing  to the 
cost involved. 
The  necaesary structures should therefore be  developed 
within and  between European  countries. 
3o  Adva.ntaae  of  cooperation 
Essential in view of the  objectives~ · 
4.  Methods  of operation 
These should be  detirikd,  t~o  ~p~i'ntE/  -~ing  "b~rn~·: ir1  ·~ind: 
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f'roject  21 
these problems are  being studied within a  tripartite committee 
composed  of representatives of France,  Germany  and the  UK; 
this action essentially concern  the  industrial· companies  which 
must  be  closely associated with it  • 
Each  country  would  create its own  organization capable  of 
applying  the  procedures  worked  out. 
A coordination body,  of  fairly loose structure,  would 
establish a  system  for  the  classification of components  on  the 
basis of their reliability characteristics determined in close 
eollaboration with  industry  • 
5.  Cost  and  time  scale 
It is at present diffioul  t  to  esti1Ja te  the  cost and  time 
involved in setting up  the  necessary  s~ructurea.  At  hhe  Community· 
level,  coordination only represents  a  very  modest  outlay. 
6.  Participation of non-member  countries 
The  UK  is already  taking part in  the  work  being undertaken 
in this direction;  extension to other West  European  countries 
is desirable. 
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7-.  Class?-fication,  additional remarks  and links with other  ;erojec·~ 
Classification Ao 
Project  of  equal interest to  information science. 
., 
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Field:  TeJ.ecomn11UJ.i cat ions 
~.~.J::~  "·~_,.~..,~~~~~~;.~~~ 
Deoign  anJ  development  of new  features  intended to improve 
the  performance  of  computers: 
- comparative  examin~tion of new  techniques  which  now  appear 
promiaing; 
- development  cf approprint0  technologies; 
- production of prototypes  for  the  evaluation of industrial 
performance  which is of interest  (especially in the  case 
of  memories). 
2o  Obiec+~i.ves 
....  .:. .  .1:::-w., .. ,.....o>U>,,-~ .. ~~-
Two  subjects  for  resenroh ha79  been  proposed: 
The  characteristics of present  memories  will limit, 
~ithin the  near  future,  the  operational speed of electronic 
compute.t'sa  Nel8  solu+:ions  should be  developed  which  wilJ.  allow 
cycle  times  of about  100 nanoseconds. 
Opto-electronic  elements  today  seem  to  offer very inter-
esting pocsibilities for  the  development  of logical functions  and 
interconnections  with high decoupling.  Their  techni.que,  compatible 
with present  technol~gies for  the  production of microcircuits 
and  integrated circuits,  should  be  developed. research  .. 
L~.,  r~e~l:od:~  of  orJern.tion  .......  _  .... __ ....,.,,_,  __  -~~--..._.._-,...,.  .. - ... _~·~,.,...-..-
To  be  determinedo 
The  approxi~ate total expenditure  which  wm:ll  be  required 
for  thec:;e  studies has  'LC-<:n  e.sti;,Jated  as:  for  r3tnd_:_eG  on  high-
speed.  ::;env.:;~:ies  - 8  mill.5.on  u "n";  for  studieF  on  O:?to-elec~:~cnic 
elements  ~~  1 :>  :,·
1..i.ll:ion  l~ .. a.,  This  research  s:J.·::;uld  last  2-~3 years. 
De.s ~_:;.:able o 
c:~as.si.:'ioation  Bo  Projec;t  of equal  it.~.tere.st  to  ~.nformation science. 
It will be  undertaken if Project  10 is lau2ched. 
- In  caee  of Project 10  being rejected,  this project will be 
reconsidered as  an  indepe~dent Echene. F'iel.d~  Teleco:nmuni ce.ticn.s 
~~::......t  ..~'!"...........  .....,..,...,...~-~---- __ .  .._~,....._-.  ........... .,;--
Basic  research aimed at improving  the properties of 
semicondu  -~t.ors  .. 
This  concPrns  two  types  of  completely dif!erent studies: 
This  concerns  the  study of the  correlation between  the 
crystalline structure  of the  semico~ductor and  the electrical and 
physical.  characteristics of tbe  deviceso  When  a  diagnostic  technique 
iG  deve~oped 1  it will allow  the  quality of the  starting material to 
1e  Ghecked  and will thus  give  informa~ion enabling the manufao-
.turing processes  for  this material and  these  devices  to  be  ignored. 
Thj_s  avant··gc:rC.e  techniq:1e  is not  yet·  being  used,  al  thougl;l 
numerous  laboratories ·have  in recent years  shown  very great interest. 
on  it,  the  advantages  anticipated are  as  follows: 
- introducing of predetermined concentrations  of elements, 
possibility of  obtaining very rigid functions  (hence  pro-
duction of faster  devices)~  limitation of  the  phenomena  of 
rediffusion and  diffusion of impurities,  development  of 
integrated  ~'ircuits  wit£.  "vertical structure" and high 
component  densitya The  basic  research~  the  result  of  which  may  revolutionize 
present manufacturing  techniques  for  materials  and  equipment 
and  lead to patents  of  considerable  importance,  carries a  fairly 
large risk which it would  seem  reasonable  to  spread over  the 
\Vhole  Communi tyo 
4.  Methods  of  cnerAtion 
--~£.----......~~  ...  ---~-..... 
To  be  determined. 
The  following  figures  can  be  given1  but it should  be  noted 
that  they are  of an  approximate  nature  owing  to  the  h~ph~zard 
natu~e of  the  research~ 
Cost:  4 million u.a.:  time:  three  years. 
Cost:  10  ~illion u~n~;  time:  five  years. 
Desirable. Clas~if~cntion Do 
This  projent would  be  of equal interest to  information 
science.  It is linked  with Project 5?,  submitted  for  ~etallurgy. E._~~~~~  ...  ?~~~  STUDY  C':E'  SOLID  STATE  DEVICES  FOR  HYPERFTIEQUENCY  USE 
Development  of  devio~s for  generating,  amplifying and 
converting  hyperfrequen~y signals  .. 
2o  Obiectives  .......... ~  ...... - ...... ~----~ 
Creation  of byperfrequency  telecommunications  systems 
which  would  be  of  considerable use  to  ground  and satellite 
co~munications because  of the  great  nu~ber of  channels  which 
can  be  used  and  of the  small size  of the  aerials required. 
Solid state elements  are  proving indispensable  for applications 
which  require  small bulk,  low  voltage~  high  output  and  high 
reliability~ 
Cooperation  would  avoid  the  loss  of  time  and  money  due  to 
the  duplication of  costly studies.  Coordination  of national 
programmes  woald  be  essential in this  field~ 
To  be  determinedo - 90-
~}'Oje€t  2~ 
5.  ~~~.:t~-2ne ~S':l]~ 
The  approximate  cost of this reseerch is  esti~ated at 
11  million aca.,  spread over  a  period of three years. 
6.  f~artic~~t!.£.!l._2.L!l.?"'l:  ... me~-g..2~un.!£1e~ 
Desirable,. 
7  o  Clas~_i[~~n  ~  a.ddi  tion..§3.1_£emarks  an~--~Is~  .. ,.~.E_  ..  ()~~E.:..£j  e  c"~:;:~ 
Classification B. 
This action is complementary  to  the  studies  on  the  pro,  ... 
pagation of hyperfrequency  waves  outlined in note  No.  25~ -- 91  -
Pro~ect ?5:  RESEARCH  ON  THE  PROPAGATION  OF  HERTZIAN  WAVES 
..-.....-~  ... ,.. ....  ~.,-- .... -
Basiv  resea:r.·eh  on  high  frequenc,y  and very high  frequency 
waves  from  the  point  of view  of: 
- aerials used  for these  frequencies; 
propagation in the  troposphere; 
propagation in the  ionosphere. 
This  research is  connected with  the  following  seven 
subjects: 
1.  Aerial networks  with phase  control; 
2.  Aerials  with  reduced side  lobes  for  ground stations 
with satellite links; 
3Q  Reflector aerials with  high surface yield and  low noise 
temperature; 
4~ Influence  o~ a~sorption by  hydrometeors  and  maximum  usable 
gain in aerials for  frequencies  a bov·e  10  GHz; 
5o  Determination of  optimum  emission of  the aerial beam  in 
point-to-point links; 
6o  Tran~horizon propagation  curves  for  non-temperate  climates; 
7c  Improvement  of  methods  for short  term  ionospheric forecasting. .-r  92  -
E.!~2-j~}!t. 25 
2.  Q}2.~i~~.@. 
To  create  new  and better condj_t1ons  for  the  use  of 
her~zian beams  on  the  ground and  by satellite through  an in-
crease  in  the  number  and  capaci+y of usable  frequency  bands, 
a  better knowledge  of propagation  conditions  and an  improvement 
of aerials  from  the point of view  of cost,  bulk and 1)erformance. 
3.  A~nge  of  ~~~~2tion 
This  concerns  basic  research of general  interesto  Only  by 
breaking  up  the  cost  and  coordinating  the  work  will it be 
possible  for  these  to  bG  undertaken  simultaneously and  the 
results  comparedq 
4.  !leth_?ds  of  OJ2.e::."'a tiC?_l1 
-To  be  uetermined. 
5 ,,  9  ~~L_and  _  _time  ~~~~.!l 
Total  cost:  appro~~ft~taly.5c} miJlion  u~a.,  divided up 
as  follows: 
- Research  No. 1:  700:JOOJ  u.a. 
- Resea~ch No.  2:  650,000  u .. a. 
- Research  No.,  3:  650i000  Uo3.o 
- Research  N~ 4:  1,8oo,ooo  u.a  .. 
- Research  Neo  5: 
-Research Noo6:  1,ooo,oco  u.a. 
- Research  Noo  7:  220,000  u.n. . ..-... 93  -
'I'ime  req1J.ired~  certain results  could  be  obtained after 
a  -y  .:::  '1. r  of experiments  (Research No.  4  and 6)  but  most  of  the 
investigations  would  take  3 ··5  years~ 
Desirable. 
Classification  A~ 
Link.s  ~ith  other~ projects: Project  24  nst:.Ady  of solid state 
devices  for hyperfroquency use"  is  complementary to this 
research project. - 95-
3 )  !JE~_!J~~'i_.:~L  OF  _1B~~~~I.2:~! 
Th0  develop~ent of industrial societies entails increasjngly 
vnried~  complex  and  numerous  transport  requirements  and  the 
meeting  of  such requirements  is in itself a  sizeable factor 
of development.  Europe  is in this respect  faced  with  considerable 
problems  which will  continue  to  increaee  in the  years  to  come 
under  the  effects of population growth,  changes  in production 
and  distribution circuits,  the  need  for  land  development,  the 
conse1uences  of arbanizc..tion,  improvement  in  t~-:..e  standard. of 
livins and,  of  course~  more  intensive  trade  brought  about  by 
the  dis~ppearance of  frontierso 
European  countries will therefore  have  to  make  rapid and 
difficult  choices  in creating new  infrastructures,  new  equipment 
and  new  systews.  This  will mainly affect  transport requirements 
in urban areas,  where  the  situation is frequently  very serious 
already~ But it will also  concern links between  large  conurbations 9 
where  traff~c flow,  speed and  comfort  not  only  need  to be  increased 
on  the  most  crowded routes,  but also account  must  be  taken of the 
desirable  dGvelopment  of certain economic  centres. 
Faced  with  these  new  requirements,  the  existing transpol  .. t 
facilities pYesent  numerous  inCJ.dequacies  and  deficiencies or are 
besct by serious problems.  It is thus  essential to resort to 
new  methods,  either by  improving  pr~sent transport facilities 
or by  developing  new  facilities to  replace  or  supplement 
existing ones. 
Research  and  new  developments  seem  therefore of major 
importance,  particularly since  the  state  or  technological -:- 96  -
knowledge  indicates a  wide  range  of possibilities in respect 
of several basic  principles~  sus1'ension  (air cushier  ... ,  L~.:-:_;r~t:.c 
fieldst  perpendicular suspension),  propulsion  (turbines 1 
linear induction) 7  energy  sources  (fuel battery),  control of 
missiles  (intervention of radar,  sana~!  infrared rays;  use 
of electronics). 
Although it  i~  extre~ely desirable  that  ~ew ideas  whould 
come  forth,  it is equally necessary  to avoid  an  excessive 
number  of  concrete  developments  which  might  bring about  a 
waste  of effcrts and  an  increased nuPber  of results  for  which 
there  would  cnly  b~ -inadequate  outlE:ts. 
This  explains  the  relatively limited scope  of the  pro-
posals  r.m.~·3  ~  four  of  which relate  to pre2.iminary studies  .. 
One  of these  ~o:g.cerns  .··r.he  expected evolution  of passenger 
tranGpc~t between  the  major  European  conurbations~  while  the 
other three  cover  concrete  points~ Four  other suggestions 
are  also put  forwa.rC.  but  h8.ve  so  far  only been  gone  into 
very  sumr.1arily. 
While  the  proposed projects  do  indeed satisfy urgent needs, 
they  only  cover  some  of  the  present problems  in the  field  of 
European  transport.  UrbRn  transport,  for  instance,  merely 
forms  the  subjec~ of suggestions  to  be  looked into at a  later 
date  while  problems  which  must  be  solved are  critical in all 
European  countries 9  the  need  for cooperation  h2ving  been 
shown  with regard  to  several aspects  of this question. 
It there-fore  seems  essential that  the  work  started should  be 
continued,  so  that  cooperation  may  be  organized every  time it 
proves  necessary  or  even  only useful. l) 
_, ...  9?  • 
~1d: ~ew_Means of  Transpor~ 
~reject 30:  ELECTRONIC  TRAFFIC  AIDS  ON  MAJOR  ROADS 
1. J:!atu:r·e  of~ct 
Two  developments  to  be  carried out  simultaneously: 
I&  Development  of a  vehicle-mounted  device  to regulate  the 
gap  between vehicles,  in particular on  the  most  widely 
used sections of motorways. 
II.  Ddvelopment  of a  system  for aiding and  checking traffic 
on  motorways  bey  gathering,  processing and  distributing 
the appropriate  information.' 
2.  Ql:ject];~ 
I.  Improvements  of road safety,  the majority of accidents  on 
the  motorways  occurring as a  Tesult of collisions by  vehi-
cles travelling in the  same  direction~ 
I. and 
II.  Improvement  in the  smoot~·  flow  of  traffie. 
II. General  improvements  in safety,  smooth  flow  of traffic 
and  the  use  of motorways. 
3.  ~!..C:·n  tap:e  of  co9..2era tion 
•  Similar situation and similar problems  to  be  resolved 
in the  various  countries. 
- Interpenetration of road traffic  from  one  countr~ to 
another. f.:.~oject  30 
- No  solution possible  without  standardization. 
~ Need  to offer equipment  as  cheaply as  possible 
through mass  production. 
Research already  carried out  in certain member 
countries  on  some  particular aspects of the project. 
4.  Method'?,".~f  o;e~ratio..!! 
To  be  defineJ. 
5.  Cost  and  time  scale 
About  1.7 million u4a.  to  be  spent  over  five  years: 
I. 700,000  Uoa.  (three  or  four  years); 
II.  1  million u ~a.  (four  or  five  years) • 
6 o  Partici.pe:tion of  !J.On-me~r countries 
Desirable. 
7.  ~-~ificatiol!J.. addi.tional  remarks  a£,~ links  with other pro  je_~l§. 
Classification A. 
Link with  other projects: Project 37  can  ue  complenentary 
to Project 30. 
t.J f~d~ New  Means  of Transport 
Project 31:  STUDY  OF  ELECTROMAGNETIC.  "LIFT"  TECHNOLOGY 
FOR  GUIDED.  MEANS  OF  TRANSPORT 
1. ~~~of  projen~ 
Assessment  ofthe possibilities of electromagnetic "lift" 
(sustentation)  for  guided  means  of transporto 
2Q  2.E~_ct~~.~ 
Electromagnetic "lift" may  be  a  technical  component 
permitting high speeds  over  ~ons distances and  offering 
numerous  advnntages  for urban  transport  (comfort,  no  nuisances). 
Since  none  of the Member  States has  gone  far  enough  with 
work  on  this principle,  the  proposed project aims at  ~etermining 
the advantage,  the  nature  and the.extent of  the  research and 
development  required. 
3J  ~vantae~ of  cooP-~~~t~ 
- The  investigation of this principle  being  something  new, 
cooperation  would  enable  research to  be  fully effective. 
- Cooperation starting at this preliminary stage  would 
facilitate  the  subsequent selection of the  best  techniques 
to  be  adopted  for  high  speeds  and  for  coll€ctive urban 
transport. 
- Certain non-European  countries are  conducting extensive 
research on  this principle  (Japan in particular). ~.100 .... 
Project  to  be  organized,  financed  and  carried out 
jointly. 
The  work  will be  entrusted to  a  main national centre 
.(or institute),  in association with other  centres  (qr 
ins ti  tu  tEE) • 
45~000 uoa.  over  one  year. 
6~ Particination of  non-member  countries 
._,.~  .............. 
Desirableo 
Classification Ao !1~:  ~Mecns of  Transpor~ 
STUDY  ON  A  M:~.RINE  HOVERCRil.FT  OF 
BETilEEN  1000  and  2000  METRIC  TONS 
1.  Na~ure of P~! 
Preparatory technical  and  economic  study of  a  research and 
development  project  of  one  or several  prototypes of marine  hover-
craft  of  between  1000  and  2000  ~etric tons.  The  proposed  study 
must  define  the  advantage  to  be  gained  from  undertaking this 
project. 
2.  Oh.iectives 
~~  ..... -
The  advantage  of using  marine  hovercraft  for  ferry  traf~ic is 
considernble  in  view  of the  speeds  to  be  expected  and  the  present-
day  and  future  traffic between  the  islands  and  the  Continent  of 
Europe.  For  this traffic,  however,  craft  in the region  of 2000 
metric  tons are  necessary and  present  techniques  involving the  air 
cua~ion  c~nnot be  used  beyond  300 metric  tons. 
- Very  substantial traffic needs  between  islands  and  the  Continent. 
- Techniques  already developed  for  hovercraft  under  300 metric  tons, 
but  could  be  stretched to higher  tonnages. 
- Research  already undertaken  in  the  United States on  hovercraft  of 
200<)  .... ~·000 metric tons  and  consequently danger  of non·-European 
competition in future. 
- Concentration of the necessary means,  with  due  allowance  for  the 
scope  of  the  final project. !:!'..9.~  c.~_;52 
4.  Methods  of  operatio£ 
Programme  to be  organized,  financed  ru1d  carried  out  jointly~ 
Work  entrusted to  a  main  national  centre  (or  institute),  possibly 
in easociation wjth other  centres  (or  institutes)o 
5  e  ££§.~!1  d  _!:,?;~2£;~ 
120i000 u3a.  over  one  year. 
6 •  f.£E..tt~;.!J2~t~n  SJ_L_!!£.~-member  c~~~ 
Deoirable,  in  p~rticular in respect  of  Great  Britain,  which  has 
developed  a  marine  hovercraft  of up to  300 metric  tonso 
7.  £la~i.fica"t_~;  additi2!~£.1 remarks  an;i,~s VJith  oth~_E,  .  .....£~.1£~ 
Classification A, L~~~~:  New  M~~~~ of !ransport 
?.r~oject  3.2,:  FORWA!"~D  STUDY  OF  PI~SSENGER TRLNSPORT 
BET;;VEEN  LliliGE  CONURB.1.TIONS 
1:.  lL~t!L£~ 0~£j~.! 
This will  consist  of an  analysis  of the requirements  w~th a 
view  to  defining the  possible  uses  of new  methods  and  techniques 
for  high~speed collective transport  between  large European 
conurbations. 
2 ~  £~~.£ll!.~ 
On  the  basis of an  analysis  of the  demand  likely in  1985.and 
2000  and  with  due  allowance  for  developments  in  the  field  of 
transport,  determination  of: 
- possible  techniques; 
- possibilities for  R.  & D; 
- desirable  trends at  Community  level. 
Final objective:  the  drawing  up  of  a  Community  R & D policy 
in respect  of the  new  techniques  in the field of transport  applied 
to  links between large  conurbations. 
3  ~  £,~v,;-ntage  of  c.s2~~a 
- Links  between  large  conurbations  can  only be  studied  on  a. 
multinational scale  (international links at least as  important 
as those  existing within  a  national  framawork), ~:.<?i~?  .!..12. 
The  conclusions  drawn  in the  proposed  study must  make  it possible 
to  map  out  the  course  of rese::;.rch  and  the  choice  of techniques 
appropri~te for  European  networks. 
4.  !Jet.!fodg;  of .91?~-rE~~LLgB; 
Study  to  be  carried  out  by  tne  OECD. 
be  defineds 
5  ~  ~~~1._:t!!!!~al£_ 
- 200,000  U oO.•; 
- two  or  three  yee~s. 
6.  ~9!122:E:.2!L£!.2!.£~-~er count£!~ 
Desirable~ 
Subsequent  procedure  to 
7.  2}~sific,-'3.tion~.!tio~!,~~!:!!s and  links with  other  prs:je~t!! 
Classification Ao ~~:  ~eans_E,;.f  __  Tran_s;por;~ 
STUDY  OF  CLOSED-CIRCUIT  GAS  TURBINES 
FOR  USE  ON  R~.,.ILWAYS 
1.  ~!:!Fe of  P£.£~~ 
Technical  and  economic  feasibility study  (in particular 
ccmparison  with  the  open-circuit  gas  turbine). 
2,  .Q£j e s:~  ..  '!.:::~ 
Research  on  turbotrains has  until now  been restricted to the 
use  of open-circuit  turbines  (aeronautics).  The  closed-circuit 
gas  turbine  (helium)  would  offer the  following advantages  over  them: 
- elimb1ation  of air pollution and  reduction  of noise; 
- improved  performance; 
reduced  maintenance  costs  and  longer  service life; 
- h~gh reliability; 
3.  i._c!_y~t_te_  of  coo  per  at~:.£!! 
- Th:ls  is research into something which  i.s  new  to all European 
countries,  since  only the  OJen-circuit  gas  turbine  has  been 
developed until now. 
- In  view  of the  high cost  of  development,  cooperation  makes  it 
possible  to concentrate  the  available  means  and  spread the risk. 
All railway companies  are  aiming at  high  speeds  and  woul1  therefore 
be  interested in the results obtained. f:t:£.t~.~S~  __  3~ 
4 o  !i~_t£.9-i~S  of_ ol?eratio:s_ 
To  be  defined. 
5.  Co_.st  and  tim~s9~~ 
50,000  u~a. over  two  years. 
6.  E~::t~j-patio~  o.L~...::11em]2~L~~~ 
Desirableo 
7  <)  Cl~?  i g c a t.!2!:..1-~~_iillOE:~2:._!:E!~~nd  Jj~!l~~~.....£!£~.£_]?£.'2,.j,~.~t_e. 
Classification  A~ .  10( -
New  Means  of Transpcrt  ..., .......... __ 
h'~o  j e c t  3  2:  RESEARCH  AND  DEVELOPMENT  WORK  ON  THE 
LINEAR  INDUCTION  MOTOR 
The  question  of the linear induction motor  is an  important  one 
and its examination  muEt  be  taken  up  again subsequently with a  view 
to determining whether  cooperative  action is desirable. 
2o  9bjec~~ 
The  linear induction  motor  constitutes a  means  of propulsion 
possessine remarkable  advantages: 
- outstan~ing acceleration and  braking  power; 
ability to propel vehicles  whilst retaining perfect  grip; 
very high reliability (no  moving  parts)t 
-no nuisances  (silent); 
However,  certain aspects need  to be  better known  so as  to 
improve  the  performance  and  power.  Also,  it has so far  been  used 
for relatively low speeds  (urban  transport,  travelling cranes);  the 
use  of the  linear  motor  for  high speeds  should  therefore  be  studied. 
3.  ~ntage of  cooperation 
- Research  carried  out  in several  Dtro~ean countries  on  various 
aspects~ -108  -
Similar  adva~tages in  improving  collective urban  transport  along 
the  lines  made  possible  by  the linear motor. 
Concentration of the available  me~ns to utilize this new  principle 
• 
and  an  easier selection of the  most  interesting practical results. 
- Possibility of  obtaining cbeaper  material through  t~e mass 
prodection  made  possible  by  a  vast  marketo 
4.  Methods  of_~opera,!j.~ 
To  be  defined. 
Cost  and  timescale  ____  ._.., 
To  be  defined. 
6.  ~~~cipa~~~-2f non-member  countries 
Desirablee 
7.  £~~sific~tion~ additional  r~marks  an1_]:~_!lth othe~  project~ 
Classification  B~ - :.~  ["":  109 -
!!~:  ~  Means  of  Transp~ 
Project  36:  AUTOMATION  OF  OPERl4.TION  OF  S·HIPfiNG 
1.  Nature  of_~roject 
Research  on  full automation  in the  co~trol.of ships and 
shipping,  carried  out  by  means  of apparatus  on  board  and  infra-
structure  on  lando 
2.  g_~ctiv--~s 
•  Rational distribution of ships,  taking  into account  the  density 
and  conditions of traffic in busy areas  (improved  safety). 
~Direct management'of ships by their companies  (increased profit-
ability) • 
•  Improvement  of working  conditions  on  board  and  of crew's productivity_ 
3.  ~1}~-Be of_soonero.tion 
Increased  competitive  power  for European  shipping companies  and 
shipyardso 
- Introduction of one  system  nnly  an~  ~0s~  e~on0mical production  o£ 
equipment  a 
4.  Methods  of  O£eration 
To  be  defined. E,r <2_j~e ct  36 
5.  2.£.§>!2~tim~o-le 
To  be  defined. 
-110 -
6.  ~£1~aiion o~-me~£er countries 
Desirable. 
7.  Clas~}.fice.tion,  e.~_9:~!!_al r~~s  and  li~1.ks~b:,_£1~"J2_!'oje£1E_ 
Classification Ba :  '.- ..,~  i  . 
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F:i.eld:  New  Mee..ns  of  T:ranspor~ 
frojeot 37:  COLLECTION  OF  THE  INFORMi•TION  NECESSb.RY 
1.  Nature  of projeoi 
FOR  DETERMINING  THE  ADEQUi~oTE DIRECTION 
OF  U"NES  OF  ROAD  TRl  .. FFIC 
Development  of  instruments  capable  of measuring the length, 
density and  intended direction of lanes of road traffic. 
2.  Objectives 
Traffic  flow  in urban  areas  would  be  considerably improved it 
traffic lights could be  regulated depending  on  requirements.  By 
means  of instruments  for  collecting data on  the .volume .pf traffic 
and  on  the  main  direct~ons in which it snould move,  it would  be 
I, 
'  ' 
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. , 
possible to introduce  such a  regulating process  and  to direct traffi¢··  .  .- ...  ·;· 
'~ 
rationally. 
.,  ~  ' 
Such  instruments  eould alsq be  used  in the  op~n country on 
·,·I' 
c~~geste~  .m~in roads. 
•'  l1  -..  , 
3•  Advantage  9f  cooEer2.~ 
- Similarity of the  problems  to  be solved. 
- Interpenetration of traffic between  countries which renders 
harmonization  and  agreement  between  systems essential  (guidance 
by  means  of equipment  installed in the  vehicle). 
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Mass  production encouraged  by  a  vast  market  makes  it possible  to 
1' 
i,  '  .  \ 
reduce  costs and  to make  the  equipment  available  to the  greatest 
number  of users. 
Research  has  already been  started in some  countries  ?-nd  multiplicity  ... 
and  diversity of systems  should be  avoided.  Experiments already 
carried  out  would  make  it possible  to develop a  more  complete 
system sooner. 
4.  Methods  of operation 
.  1 
To  be  de fined.  ,:.·  .. 
. ·j 
5.  Qost  and  timescale 
'·'  To  be  defined. 
6.  Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7.  Classification\ additional remarks  and  link~-w~th other projects 
Classification B.  Links  with other  projects:  this action  may 
be  complementary to Project  30. 
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:J-s.1_2;:  New  Means  of Tran.sport 
~£J.22..L2.§.:  RESEARCH  ON  THE  USE  OF  ELECTRIC  VEHICLES 
IN  URBll.N  i>.REAS 
1.  ~ture of prcject 
System~tic analysis  of the  conditions for  the  introduction of 
electric vehicles in urban areas. 
2.  .QQ.jective~ 
i"t first,  electric vehicles  could  only be  used  in urban  areas, 
their  r~~ge of action  - on  the  basis of an  accumulator  as  a  source 
'~  (  '  .  :  '~.  .' 
J'}  .··  '/~  ,l-t, :: 
'" 
~·-, 
'  '·f 
.  ~'  ~ 
'~~ 
of energy - being very limited.  The  problems  presented by nuisances  I •  ,  ·~· 
1  ~  ••• 
and  congestion requiring urgent  solution in urban  areas,  the  use  of 
electric vehicles in cities should  be  ~ssessed and  encouraged  • 
3•  Advantage  of  cooperation 
- Similarity and  urgency of  the  problems  to be  solved  in member 
countries. 
Research  and  development  work  already undertaken  by  several 
industrial  comp~nies in the  member  countries enable  the  chances  of  ·· ·  ~-
introducing an alectric vehicle  to  be  evalu~ted. 
•  The  need  for  coordinated regulations to encourage  the  widespread 
use  of electric vehicles. 
4 •  Met hods  2!_  op~~iJ-2.!! 
To  be  definedo 
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5•  9ost  and  timescale 
To  be  defined. 
, I~  '  '  '.t 
6.  ~articipation of non-member  £?~~  ,.  ' 
''  '  ~ 
Desirable. 
Classification, additional remarks  and links with  other projects 
Classification B.  '  '', 
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4e;  OCEiiliOGRAPltY  . -
Oceanography is a  fie"ld  in full process  of development.  After 
.. 
a  long  t'ime  during  which:"  this dis.cipline was  considered as being 
... 
scientific research  of purely academic  interest,  providing at most  a 
few results ·which  might' ·be·  o·f  use  to fisheries  and  maritime  navigation,. P.' 
attention is now  being  concentrated on  the  immense  resources to  be 
found  in· the ocean.  This  increased  awareness,  promoted  by intensive 
·prospection  for  oil in the neighbourhood  of coasts,  and  by  the  world '.s 
growing  nee-d  for  food,  has led  many! countries to become  more  and  more 
interested in this field. 
The· United St-ates,  and ·to. ·a  iesser degree ·the  USSR,  have  adopted 
increasing sums  to oceanography during  rece~t  ye~rs 1  and  have  decided 
t·o  in'creas'ti  ..  these  sums  substan.ti.ally in the  years to  come.  In 
- ·comparison with ·these  two·  countries,·  ~d·  particul·a~ly with  the  former 1 
Thus  for 
· · · -196-8  ·it ·caD.- ---be- ·e~t-im.ated  that;-Eur·ope' s  expend·iture 'was  of the  order 
.. , 
'  '~ 
....  . ·..  "·of  5<l miilion  ~:doll~rs'' compar~d- with· 500  mflllon~; dollars  for  the 
· :·United  I ·states...  ·· Sever~l; c:ommunity · countrie·s have· in  fact  taken 
··.acc--oqnt,  ojf>this  disparity' in drawing up  me·diutn..:..t~erm  or:L·entation 
·  programmes. 
Inasmuch  as  .. the  sector  conc.erned is relat'i've·fy· nevi·: and  work is  . ·' 
..  on  a  geographical· terrain open  to'; all nations' it cert'ainly seems 
that this. field. is a favoured'  one  'to'r  international cooperation. 
·'  Furthermore,  internationeJ. bod'ies  concerned· with oceanography are 
·fairly nUmerous,  b~t real  joint·p~~j~cts are -s~ili  on  a  very small 
seale·,:· being· mainly limited to: scientific' research. 
It·~ay.be felt ihat  t~e  finai:objec~iv~ is r!~so~a~le exploitatioq_ 
of the  ocean's resources.  · The:· aim··· or· this.  exploitation should  be  to 
procure,  under  economically satisfactory  con~itions, the natural '  ~  ' 
I 
•••  i 
I.-
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resources  which  we  are  in need  of,  but  exploitation should  be  of a 
reason~£~~ kind  in order  to  avoid  careless waste  or resources  which 
are not  renewable  (petroleno,  mineral ores,  etc.)  or  of which nRtural 
renewal  runs  the risk of being seriously disturbed,  or  even halted, 
'  ~'  by unfortunate  measures  (destruction of marine fauna  and  flora by 
pollutants). 
Essential lines of action  may  be  as  follows: 
- actions  of general interest,  aimed at a  better basic  knowledge  of 
marine  phenomena  and  protection against  pollution; 
- technological  actions in preparation  for  exploitation of natural 
resources,  by  the  development  of equipment,  instruments  and 
techniques.  • 
The  two  types  of action  must  go  together.  Although  oceano-
graphical research is already of  long  standing,_ the  field to  be 
explored is so  wide  and  the difficulties involved in this exploration 
so  great that  the basic knowledge  is still not nearly sufficient  to 
allow full-scale  exploitation of the  oceans to be  undertaken.  On 
the  other hand,  even  before  exploitation of oceanic resources is 
undertaken,  it is absolutely essential to  avoid  disturbing,  perhaps 
irreversibly,  the  conditions  of life in the  oceans.  It would  be 
ridiculous to  wait  for  some  great  catastrophe before  deciding upon 
action which  can  only really be  effective if it is undertaken  by 
as large  a  number  of countries as  possible.  But  these  projects of 
general interest will  only be  fully effective if they do  in fact 
open  the  way  to a  programme  of exploitation of resources,  this 
programme  being  on-a sufficiently large  scale to  justify its being 
launched  on  a  cooperative  basis.  The  exploita~ion of marine 
resources will necessitate  the  development  of new  equipment.  The 
_,  ·:  l-,A.r-·, 
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of new  equipment.  The  development  of information  science  and  new 
sources of energy will lay  open  very wide  technological  possibilities 
in this respect,  but  at the  same  time  very substantial expenditure 
will be  called for. 
In this respect,  the  present  proposals in no  way  provide  a 
satisfactory reply.  We  have  limited  ourselves to a  few  proposals 
for action of general interest,  but  this is because  it will  only be 
possible  to  put  forward  projects of a  technological nature  when  the 
precise  objectives of exlJloitation of natural resources  have  been 
defined.  This  means  that  work  must  continue  in the  coming  months·  1  · 
in order  to be  able,  in a  few  months'  time,  to  put  forward  a 
programme  of  oceanographical action which is appropriate  to the 
possibilities opened  in this field  and  to  what  has  already been 
done  by various  foreign  countries. I. 
£:~!,2;:  Oceanop.;raJ2.h:L 
Project  40: 
1.  ~~ure of project 
ESThBLISHMENT  OF  SCIENTIFIC  AND  TECHNICAL 
B;  .. sES  FOR  CUMMUNITY  MEii.SURES  IN  THE  FIGHT 
;',_Gf~.INST  POLLUTION  OF  THE  SEJ  .. S 
(a)  During  one  year,  regular taking of samples  (water,  sediment, 
particles in suspension,  test  organisms)  in estuaries  of European 
rivers  (strategic points  of  marine  pollution)  and  analysis of these 
sampleso 
(b)  Drawing  up  of continuous  measures  to combat  and  control 
pollution of the  seas:  information  on  the  sources  of pollution 
and  of the legal provisions  in force,  fixing  of acceptable  levels 
of toxicity,  studies  on  measures  of  cont~ol. 
2o  Obj2ctives 
Establishment  of  the  bases  for  standard legislation in the 
fight·against  pollution of the  seas,  provision of safety measures 
to be  taken  in the  event  of a  disaater. 
3.  .1i.dvantage  of cooperation. 
,· .. dvantace  of standard legislation.  Better use  of  the 
personnel  and  facilities available  by  division of labour. '! 
.  •' 
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4.  Methods  of  operat~on 
(a)  Taking of samples  and  analysis  according to the  different 
criteria in the national institutes and at Euratom1s  Joint 
~esec.rch Cent.re. 
(b)  To  be  determined. 
5.  Co.st  and  timesc~le 
(a)  Total  cost  of the  sampling  and  analysis  carried out  during  one 
year:  about  600;000 u.a. 
·~~)  The  cost  of technical  measures  and  control can  orily be  evaluated 
when  the  methods  of operation have  been  fixed. 
6.  ~rticipa~ion of non-member  countries 
In view  of  the alluvial deposits  of the  Thames,  the  cooperation 
of British bodies is desirable. 
? •  Classification  1  additional remarks  and  link§.  wit.~ other  projects 
Classification A 
Additional remarks: 
Links with  other projects:  the  proposed  measur~are supplemented 
by Projects 41  and  42. 
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Field:  Oceanoeraph~ 
froject  41:  DEVELOPMENT  OF  ii.  DEVICE  FOR  STUDYING  THE 
DEGREE  OF  TOXICITY  OF  DIFFERENT  POLLUTANTS 
ON  DIFFERENT  ORGi~NISMS 
1.  Nature  of Erojeci 
Joint  development  of  a  device  for  studying £n vitro the  degree 
of toxicity of different  substances  on  different  organisms.  Joint 
purchase  of the  device  by laboratories  (immediate requirement  15-20 
of these  devices). 
2.  Objectives 
Creation of the  conditions necessary for .  acquir.in_g  fundamental 
knowledge  of the  effect  of toxic_  supstances  on  organism~.  Promotion 
of te-chnology. 
3.  fu!yp.ntage  of  cool?eratio,!! 
.Allows  uniform measurements  which  might  be  used  in establishing 
uniform standards.  High cost  of development. 
4.  ~ethods of operation 
Joint  fixing  of specifications,  development  of a  laboratory 
prototype  (in a  national institute),  development  contract  placed 
with  industry,  construction  contract  placed with industry. :··  ,  I  '  . 
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5•  Cost  and  timescale 
Development  of ppototype 
1st yea.r:  200,000 u.a.; 
- 2nd  year:  200,000 u.a., 
3rd  y_ear:  .100,000 u.a.; 
6.  Partici;Eation of non-member  countries·· 
. Desirable. 
' ' 
Classification,  additional  remarks  and  l·inks  with other ;projects · 
Classification A 
Additional remarks:- ..  · ·· 
Links  with other projects:  development  of this device  is 
closely linked with Project  40. 
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Field:  Oceanograpl].z 
Projec~: 
1.  Nature  of project 
--123  -
DEVELOPMENT  OF  AN  li.PPARitTUS  FOR  TOXICOLOGICAL 
i1.ND  BIOLOGICAL  STUDIES  IN  THE  SEA  (UNDERSEA 
ECOSTl~T) 
Development  of  a  device  for  continuous  measuring in situ of 
chemical  and biological parameters  (at the  bottom of estuaries and 
on  a  platform).  Immediate  requirement  15-20.of tpese  devices. 
This  device  is to be  used: 
- for  toxicological examination under  conditions close to natural 
..  one·s·;  . 
for  studies  of the  accumulation of toxic substances  in  the  biological 
food  chain; 
-·for telemetric investigation of the ·present  sapr9biological 
situation irt.the  sea~ 
2.  _9bjectives 
To  acquire  fundamental  knowledge  of pollution of the  sea. 
Promotion  of technology. 
3.  Advantage  o~pera~t_9.~ 
Allows  uniform  measurements  which  might  be  used  in establishing 
uniform standards.  High east  of development • 
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Project  42 
'  . 
~~ .,  ._  ,  ~  ~-
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4.  Methods  of operation 
Joint  fiX.ing  of specifications,  development  of a  lnboratory 
'r~ !' 
prototype  (in a  national institute), development  oontract  placed with  '·.  _·  _;;~ 
industry,  construction contract  placed with  in~uatry. 
s.  Cost  and  timescale 
I  I 
Development  of prototype:  about  three years;  cost:  about 
6.  Participation of non-member  coutll£!~ 
De~irable. 
7•  Classification,  additional remarks  and links with- other  ~reJects 
Classification A 
Additional remarks: 
Links with  ..  other  p~ojects;· ,  ..  P.evelopment  tOf  this devibe·· is 
closely linked with Project 40  and  fo~ms·. part ·o:f  Proje.ct·- 43• 
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Eroject  ~~: 
1.  Natura  of  projoci 
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SETTING  UP  OF.  :~.N  OCE~;NOGRli.PHIC.'~L li.ND 
METEOROLOGIChL  MEhSURING  NETWORK  IN 
EUROPEi~N WATERS 
(a)  Joint  development  of  a  complete  autom~tio measuring station 
for  the  making  and  transmission· of ooeanographical and 
meteorological  observations  along the  coasts and  in the  open 
sea. 
(b)  Setting up  of an  oceanographical and  meteorological  measuring 
network in European  waters  and  organization of the  appropriate 
land services.  This  measuring network is to  use  the  jointly 
developed  automatic  measuring station. 
2.  · Objectives 
the· measuring station is to be  U$ed  later  on  a  large  scale  in 
connection with the  setting up  of  a  measuring network. 
- purpose  of the  measuring network:  acquiring more  thorough 
oceanogrnphical knowledge  with  a·  view  to  improving meteorological 
forecRsting,· safety in navigation and  protection of the  coasts,  the 
fight  agninst  pollution of  the  sea and  fisheries research. 
3·  bdvnntage  of  cooperation 
(a)  Measuring  station 
- reduction of the  cost  of development  through elimination of 
duplication; -·126  -
Project  43 
- reduction  of purchasing  cost  through l3rge-scale  ordering. 
(b)  ~ring  network 
- u  single national  measuring network  cnnnot  provide  the  necessary 
information; 
possible  Community  participation in the  setting up  0f  n  ~orl~ 
measuring network  within  the  framework  of  IGOSS. 
4.  Method~. of  ope~~ion 
1st stage:  fixing  of  technic~l specifications  for  the  automatic 
measuring station  b~y  a  viorking  Party  comi?osed  of 
oceanographers  and  meteorologists; 
2nd  stage:  development  and  construction  of  a  ;:rototype  automntic 
measuring station; 
3rd stage:  on  completion  of study of questions  of  an  organizational 
and  technical nature  involved  in the  me~suring .system, 
the  setting up  of  an  experimental network; 
4th stage:  setting up  of  an  o~erational measuring network. 
Cost  and  timescale 
-~-----
1st stage:  for  one  years  mn.inly  administr·=-t  t ion  costs  ( 101,\T); 
2nd  stage:  two  years,  about  0.5  million u .a.; 
3rd  stage:  two  years,  2  million u.a.  (not  includ.ing  maintenance  costs); 
4th stage:  high  costs  determined  on  the  basis  of  experien~e acquired 
during  the  3rd  stage. - .. 127 -
Project 4) 
6.  Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7•  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with other  projects 
Classification:  1st and  2nd  stages: 
3rd  and  4th stages:  B 
Additional  remarks: 
Links  with  other projects:  possible links later on  with  Project 
71  (meteorological satellites:  question  of satellite measuring 
stations). -·.129 -
Fi.eld:  £se_enography 
P:- '.lj~t  44:  -·-
DEVELOPMENT  OF  .hN  OCE.i~NOGRi~.PHICAL CHEMICAL 
SONDE 
Development  of  a  sonde  for  determining  the  chemical  parameters 
of  sea water. 
To  improve  knowledge  of the  importance  of dissolved  organic 
substances  for  vital processes  in  the  sea.  Promotion  of technology. 
A~lows uniform measures.  High  cost  of development. 
4.  Methods  of oneration  --------------------
Not  yet  fixed. 
Not  yet  fixed. 
6.  ~rticipation of non-member  countri~ 
Not  yet  discussed. -,130  .... 
Projec,i~ 
7.  S':~~.if..ic?J.:i.  ?~~  __ ;__r;':,d.dj_!.i..C:~!...!.£!!1ar!ss  8-nd  1~.2.1...~th  ot~~r pr_2jects 
Classification B 
Additional remarks: 
Links  with  other projects:  this sonde  m~y be  used  in  the 
oceanographical  measuring network  (Project  43)~ r--·------------------------------------------------, 
!!~!£:  9ceanograpa~ 
Proje9t 45: 
1.  Nature  of  proj~ct 
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DEVELOPMENT  OF  l..N  i~P?i"l.R.hTUS  FOR  JOINT 
SAMPLING  OF  THE  SEA  BED 
Development  of an  apparatus  for  the  joint  sampling  of marine 
soil. 
2.  Objectives 
To  improve  the  possibilities for  geological  prospection  of the 
sea bed. 
3.  Advantage  of cooEeration 
High  cost  of development. 
4.  Methods  of operation 
Not  yet  fixed. 
5·  Cost  and  timescale 
Not  yet  fixed. 
6.  Participation of  non-m~mber countries 
Net  yet  discussed. ,_ 132  -
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7Q  ~sific~t~on 1  additional  remarks  and  links with  other projects 
Classification B 
Additional  remarks:  The  development  of this apparatus  is linked  <' 
with projects to  be  proposed later in the  field  of techniques  for 
exploiting the  sea. 
Links  with other projects: :-·133 
_ME_T  .....  AL_'  ....,L,...U_,R GY 
The  availability at economic  prices qf materials with a 
sufficient level  of certain physical,  chemical,  mec~anical,  electric~l, 
etc., properties is an  essential condition in the  development  of 
advanced  technology.  But  in studying subjects for research which 
would  be  worth  selecting in the  field  of metallurgy,  the  Working  Party 
came  up  against  a  double  difficulty in the  sense  that their terms of 
r.eference  did not  include  the  broad nuclear  and  spatial fields nor 
iron and  steel making,  and  that until now  the  prospe.cts  for  tech-
nological and  industrial development  have  not  been  fully studied  on 
a  Community level. 
This  did no.t,  however t  prevent  at attempt  being  made  to pick out 
' '  ~  '  possible subjects for  research within  certain broad  outlines which 
seem  to  me~t consumers'  requirements  fairly rapidly.  From  the  time 
that the  work  was  begun· effective participation was  sought  from 
industry.,  hS  a  result of proper handling of problems relating to  the 
protection of industrial property,rights and  prooedures  for  cooperation, 
industrial  concerns  showed  a  lively interest in the  cooperative  projects 
a~d submitted  more ·than  80  concrete  proposals within  a.few weeks. 
Some  declared  themselves ready to  cooperate  even  further  provided  that 
'  ......  the  overall project  evolved  favourably. 
To  overcome  the difficulties raised by  the  procedures  for  carrying 
out  such  cooperative  projects,  the  Working  Party has  considered it 
advisable  to submit  a  general  proposal  in this field,  aimed at the 
setting up  of  a  ttcombined  European  project";  work  has  already begun 
on  this  •  The  mainspring of this project  would  be  the  allocation,  on 
.  j I' 
.-.. 
--.1_34  - ,·.  ',I 
the  reoommendation  of a  joint European  body,  of national  f~nds to 
.. 
national undertakines or laboratories. 
'  The  projects listed below,  the  carrying out  of  wqio..h ·.is  urgently> 
required  and  for  ~hi,ch it.  seems  that- cooperation  can  easily be 
!  ' 
organiz.ed,  could therefore  serve  as  a  basis ·.or  example  for  drawing up.· 
'  .  .  .  -~· 
..  the  programme  for _the  combined European  scheme: 
- metal~ and.  alloys for gas  turbines  •  The. marke.t  for  these  machines 
. for  use  in the  production  of electrical energy and  for  propulsion 
purposes,  both in the  Community  and  outside,  could be  considerably 
expanded if advanced materials were  available to enable  their 
performance  to be ·improved  co~~iderabl·y. 
'. 
/.  :  - metals  and  alloys used  in the  con~truction .of sea water  desalination 
plant.  Meeting  the  demand  for  fresh  water.for.  human•  agricultural 
and  industrial needs is already a  vital problem  in  certain regions  of. 
',\ 
the  Com~nity and ·in  many  developing countries; 
materials  for use  in the  manufacture  of large  items  of equipment 
(reaction tanks.,  etc.) used  in the  chemical  and  petrochemical 
industry; 
•  high performance  materials  for  electric and  electronic engineering. 
The  limitation of the  proposals to these  four  broad·-outlines is 
the result,  as has been stated,  of the  desire  to  submit  orily projects 
which are  of indisputable interest.  But  the first investigation on 
whieh  has already been  carried out  with the  help'of industry and 
~  t  ' 
which  disclosed a  large number  of:other subjects shows  that it would  · 
.be  possible  to  submit  many  ..  other. pr.oposals· in respect  of met-allurgy.· 
'.I 
I  : Field:  Metallursx 
Project  50: 
1.  Nature  of projeci 
-135-
TECHNOLOGICJ~L STUDY  AND  DEVELOPMENT  OF 
TITANIUM  ALLOYS  AND  SuPERALLOYS  FOR  GhS 
TURBINES 
- Technological studies aiming at: 
(a)  increasing the  insufficient reliability of the best  Ni  and  Co 
alloys recently developed; 
(b)'  improving alloys  by  developing production and  shaping processes. 
- Development  of new  alloys of the  "superalloy" type:  dispersion-
strengthened alloys  with  oriented structure and  pseudo-fibrous 
texture. 
- Development  of titanium alloys and  shaping ·processes. 
2.  ,0}2jectives 
Gas  turbines constitute  a  means  of producing  energy  which is 
characterized by  a  high  powr/mass ratio and is therefore  suitable  for 
mobile  use,  e.g.,  in aeronautics,  ships,  trains,  commercial road 
vehicles.  The  ease  with  which  they  can  be  started up  also  makes 
them  particlarly suitable  for  supplying  peak  demands  for  electrical 
energy.  Their  output,  however,  which is linked  with the  temperature 
of  the  heat  source,  which  is at  present  only 850°C 1  could  be  improved. 
by  about  5~fo  by raising the  operating temperature  to 1 1400°C. ''/  . 
'  I 
I 
1.--··: 
'' 
T ·.:.-136 
Project 50 
The  field  of application  of  ga.s  turbines would  then  be  ext'ended 
considerably to include all types  ot energy-producing machines, 
including large electric  power  stations  .• 
This progress is entirely dependent  on  materials whose 
characteristics are  at present  insu-fficient  fo~ the  eperating 
.  .  .  ~... .  ........  ...... .. 
temperatures  contemplated.·  The  major  p~r.t_ of  t~e research  and 
cli$V~lcpine'nt  on  this subject- ·is. being .done  by  pq~ntries outside 
the  Community,  in particular the  USA  and,  on  a  smaller scale,  · 
Bri  ta.in  ..  Europe ·cannot_  depend  on  outside  countries in such  a 
vital field,  nor  can  it avoid  a  problem  which is  ~0 important  to 
its industrial  and  e_conomic  future.  Superalloys,  for  this purpose, 
can  be  used  at  up to  1 1000-1 1100°C  for  long periods. 
3•  hdv~~tages of  cooperati~ 
.,  ' 
.C 
,,-
•;'  <  ~: 
~  I 
'•, 
•I 
,"  J 
'•I 
•' 
All European  countries are  devoting  a  certain amount  of research  ~--
{····  ... 
to  these  advanced  materials.  The. small size  of the national  mark~ta·. : 
is such that it is impossible  even to  conduct  e~ough research to 
prevent  the  gap between each  of these  countri~s and  the  technological+Y 
advanced  outside  countries,  from  where  almost all innovations in this·  · 
field  have  come,  ·from widening  even  further.  These  various studies 
have 'the  further  disadvantage  .tha~,,they partly overlap  one  another.~ 
Euro-pean  cooperation,  with.  tl].e. work  being spread  out  over 
several countries,  is the  only means  of  im:proving  t_h.e  return  on  the 
outlay  on  research in each  country and  of accelerating technological 
developments  in the  Community. 
j  I-
.~ 
it 
.  ·r, 
t,'• 
',j I. 
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;· 
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• .........  · 
The  long-duration high-temperature trials required. far  exceed 
the  capacity of  the largest laboratories;  in order to  make  rapid 
advances  the  work  must  be  divided  up  between several  countries and 
the results pooled. 
4.  Methods  of  operati~ 
To  be  specified within the  framework  of combined  European · 
action.  The  work  is to be  undertaken  mainly by industry,  possibly 
backed  up  by the  research  centres  and  universities. 
5.  Cost  and  timescale 
hn  amount  of the  order  of  12 1000,000 u.a.  seems  reasonable  for 
a  five  vear  programme. 
6.  Participation of non-member  countrie~ 
Desirable. 
7.  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with  otper projects 
Classification A. -------~~  ..  -.~~~.-~~~~--------~~~~~  ..........  wo~  ......................  ~  ..............................................  .,  .......  ,.,_~ 
'  1  ·: 
I  ; 
;. 
·, 
I' 
·  ......  ., 
/ 
._'i 
I, 
.  'j 
('' --139 -
DEVELOPHENT  OF  FIBRE-REINFORCED  MATERII~.I,S 
FOR  G.~.s  TURBINES 
- Development  of  fibres  with  a  high  melting pointe 
- Study  of the  binding of  fibres  with the  matr~~ and  their 
compatibility with  ito 
- Development  of reliable  composite  materials  capable  of functioning 
2. 
continuously in gas  turbines  at  temperatures  of the  order  of 
0 
1,200 c. 
Cfo  Project  50a 
Fibre~--reinforced materials  combine  the  remarkable  meche.nical 
properties of fibres,  single  crystals or  whiskers  with  the  character-
istics of the  matrix  in  which  they are  distributedo  In  a  different 
field,  the  use  of these  materials  may  offer the  same  advantages  as 
those  gained  f.~.  .. om  thE·  char..Ge-over  from  simple  mortar  and  concrete 
to reinforced  and  subsequently prestressed concrete. 
Being  a  new  family  of products,  fibre-reinforced  materials 
are  intended  fer  use  over  a  very wide  r:mge  of temperatures. ..  •.140 -
Cf.  Project  50. 
Little  work  hns  been  done  on  these  m~teri!lls in  Ct.-intrr~u!ity 
countries~~  A  few  b~illiant successes  by  outside  countries -
plastics reinforced with  glass  or  carbon  fibres  - have  caused 
severql  rese~rch centres  to  becone  interested in the  troblem. 
Before  proceeding to the  industrial aprlications of mnteriRls  for 
use  at  high  te~peratures, nany  fundamental  questions  on  the  prcblems 
of  fibre  production,  compatibility and  interface  must  be  dealt  with 
and  solved>;)  Active  international  cooper&tion  is particularly 
desirnbJ.e  in this first  phaseo 
To  be  specified within the  framework  of  combine1  European  action._ 
Durin;:S  the  first  fundo_mental  phase  work  must  be  c.:..rried  out  in 
close  cooperation with universities,  research  centres  and  development 
departreents  in  industri~l companies. 
Cost  and  timescale 
....,.-~~--__,..  .  ..,-..._~-~:..  .. _.. 
~n amount  of  the  order  of  2~000,000 uoao  is envisaged  for  a 
period of  five  yec.rs,  the  prograrnr:1e  being revised after three  years. 
If ti1is  first  stage  is a  success,  larger amounts  would  be  required  fo:r-
technological trials. ..:...141  -
Pr?_j_~.5-1 
6  ·')  ....  t•  f  b  t. 
o~  ~~·~~?;):)2,.;22}':,.~~-!)  .. C?E.;:~~ COU11_..!'2~ 
Desirable" 
Classificatinn A. -143 .. 
DEVELOPMENT  OF  REFRl~CTORY METll.LS  AND  OTHER 
Hh.TERii~,LS  ( CEM&~T,  CERl~MICS)  FOR  GAS  TURBINEIS 
Technological  develop:-r.ent  of refractory metals  and  alloys,  in 
particular based  on  niobium  and  chromium 11  with regard to shc:.ping, 
mechanical  properties  Rnd  their behaviour  in oxidizing atmospheres. 
- Study  of protective  coatings¥ 
- Sb.aping  and  properties  of  ceramic  materials,  and  in particular 
silicon nitride. 
2.  Ob·iectives 
~~--
Cfo  Project  50c 
The  field of utilization of refractory metals  anq  alloys is 
0  above  1~100 c,  which is the  upper  limit  for  the  use  of superalloys 
over  long periods.  Their  principal limitation  comes  from  their 
intrinsic low resistance  to  oxidation.  k  study should  therefore 
be  m~de of  how  they may  be  provided with  protective  coatings  which 
are  compatible  1.~ith  t~e bnsj c  mn.terial  and  continue  to  provide 
satisfactory protection  when  damaged.  The  industrial stage is not 
envisaged  for  some  time.  These  materials are  particularly well 
suited to turbines using  helium. i~·.-~" 144  -
Proiect  52  _:;.....;;;....; ______  ,_ 
Certain  ceramics,  such  as  silicon nitride,  see~ ca?able  of 
long-time  use  in this  temperatare  range  above  1~100°C.  The 
problems  of shaping  and  mechanical  behqviour  have still to  be 
Their  use  is  envis~ged in the not  too distant  future. 
Advanta~e of  cocuer~tion 
----.w--·---·-~~----W 
Cf~  Projects 50  and  51o 
To  be  spec~fied within  the  framework  of  combined  European  action~ 
D~~ing the  first  fundnmental  stage  work  must  be  carried out 
in  cloue  cooperation  with universities,  research  centres  and  develop-
ment  departments  in  j~dustrial companies. 
An  ar.uo1.~ilt  of 3,000,000 l!.oao  is envisaged  for  a  period  of  five 
years,  the  progr~mme  bein~ revised after three  years.  If the  first 
stage  is a  success,  larger  amounts  would  be  required  for  technological 
trials. 
Desirnble. 
Cletssificntion  Ao FieJ_d: 
MATERii~oLS  FOR  THE  DESI;.LINA'I'ION  OF  SEli.  Wi~TER 
Develo~ment of  low-cost  materials  for  the  desalination  of sea 
water  ..  Studies  of materials,  corrosion  studies,  development  of 
manufacturing  technolo~ies,  prototype  testingo 
2.  Obiectives  .......  ....Ll.~......,~  .. -....:. 
Exchanger  tubes  account  for  about  3~6 of the  cost  of  a  desalination 
plant  ..  There  are  major  advnntnges  in  developing materials which 
are  not  only highly resistant to corrosion by hot  sea water,  but 
are also  cheap. 
There  are  two  objectives: 
Reduction  in  cost  of  tubes  for desalination plant  operating by 
distillation at 120°  maxo; 
Raising of the  operating  temperat~re with a  view to reducing the 
price  of desalinated watero 
The  developme~t of  desal~natiort-mateiials enjoys  considerable 
support  in the United States.  European  manufacturers  are  therefore 
facing stiff competition9 -· 146  -
.i1.ll  Community  countries  are  very interested in  the  desalin-9.tion 
of sea water,  either through  the  need  for  fresh water  or  b8C.3llC'j  cf 
the  export  possibilities that  will  be  opened  up  by the  doveloprnent 
of this technology  (in ;articular to  the  emerging  cc~~tries). 
- Reduct~on of total expenditure  on  research  and  development. 
- Increase  in  the  efficiency of research  carried out  on  a  nation~l 
scale. 
- ~ccelerated development  of rnaterihls  so  that European  firms 
conc·tructi::lg  or  expo:  ... ting sea  water  desc.~lination plant  are  quickly 
placed  in  a  favourable  competitive  position. 
To  be  specified within  the  framework  of com"!Jinod  :SurJpe:::.n  action::. 
The  work  is to  be  undert~ken mainly  by  industry,  possibly backed  up 
by research centres  and  universi~ies. 
Cost  and  timescrrle 
--~---.  ...  -~,.,.  .  ...... 
6,000~000 u.a~  (.)\""er  five  years. 
Not  particularly desirableQ 
Classification  ~. !'~  lsl:  .t!_•?J~lJ-~T  ~~ 
l;:r:.<?.i~~t..2l_t:  HIGH-Gl~UGE STEEL  Ti  .. NKS  FOR  THZ  CHEHICl~.L f,.ND 
PETROCHEMICi~L INDUSTRY 
-Study of the.heteroeeneity of the  rroperties  of heavy-gauge  metal 
and  remedies  thereforo 
Development  of  techniques  in shaping,  welding  and  heat  treatment 
to  achie--..re  opti.mum  properties. 
- Behaviour  under  multiaxial  stress. 
Study  of the  safety of thick-walled apparatus  with regard  to 
brittle fracture. 
- Propasation of cracks;  technological  q~alification  test~ 
- Study of  the  phenomena  of embrittlement  and  pre-vention  thereof, 
in particular hydrogen  embrittlcment, 
The  development  of the  chemical  industry is  ~ampered by the 
dimensions  of the  tanks  which  can  be  built nowadays.  In  order  to 
increase  their size  and  in accordance  with the  tendency  towards  an 
increase  in  the unit  capacity of lJroduction  plB.nt,  use  must  be  made 
of higher  strefl.gth steels with  a  tensile strength of 60  kg/mm2  in 
2  place  of  those  of 40  kg/mm  currently employed.  The  saving  in 
weight  nchieved  by decreasing the  thickness  of  the  walls  would 
enable  the  diameter  of  the  tanks  to  be  increased,  thus leading 
to a  reduction  in the  nun,ber  of parallel units  and  a  saving in 
production  costs. -- 148  -
f:r .?...i.2...S 't-2~ 
The  outlets  for  engineering  comp~nies are not  only  on  in~er~2l 
markets  but  also  on  export  markets  in  a  branch  of industry which  is 
rapidly expanding. 
3 o  ~-s!~!l  t  ..;:~~_?..L££9  ..  Ler~.~.9..:?:. 
Cooperation  in  this  l::artic1..:lo.r  field is :1ecessary in  order to 
reduce  the  high cost  of research  and  to  spee~ up  developments. 
Fur~hermore, it is obvious  that sooner  or later the  available 
knowhow  must  be  exploited  jointly.  Coordin~tion of effort  can  only 
facilitnte  contacts  at  the level of  L~e surer\isory bodies  empowered 
to  ap~rove installations. 
4.  ~?..?:~5~122!:~.!.2~ 
To  be  specified.  within  the  framework  of  a  co11'bined  Euro;;ean 
action.  Work  is to  be  und0rtaken  mainly  by  industry,  possibly 
backed  up  by resenrch  centres  and  unive!"sities. 
5 o  9_<2.2La..E:L,~.i_~§l:  a~ 
5~000~000 uoao  over  five  yec.rs 
6.  f>_art~~J:r.ati2,;:~...£!  ... _non·-member  coun  tr~e  §. 
Not  par·ticulRrly desirable. 
7  o  £k:.~~~!i.S2.t.i?E.LE.~~iti.C~na1 remarks  a!!.S.._J i~~?:.tfl other  . .E!oject_£ 
Clnssifice.tion  t'~oo - 149-
HETALS  FOR  THE  CHEMICAL  INDUSTRY 
To  determine  the  possibilities of using noble  metals  in  the 
manufacture  of  equipment  for  the  chemical  industry& 
2. 
The  problem  of resisting corrosion by tr·e  particularly aggressive 
substances  used  in the  chemical  industry may  be  solved  by  coating the 
steel with  matsri:::tls  such as  lend,  tantalum or platinum. 
Other noble  metals  which  are  cheaper  than  t::tntalum  or  platinum, 
such as  titanium,  zi~conium and niobium,  show  great  chemical  li1ertia 
against  certain highly aggressive  substances.  These  metQls  or  their 
alloys  alre~dy lend  themselves  to the  construction of entire .Pieces 
of equipment 1  inQluding large  chemical  reaction tanks.  Their 
appropriate  use  could  lead to substantial savings  in the  construction 
and  maintenance  of installatioLso 
The  cooperation  of metallurgists and  customers  in  the  chemical 
incustry could lead  to  a  rapid increase  in the  use  of these  noble 
metals  a:-:1d  at  the  snme  time  bring  about  a  fn11  in their price,  thus 
widening their use  for  other applications,  such  as  aeronautics, 
me~ha.nics,  etco f!2;1~9-~ 55 
4 o  ~~~.£2~L  o12~~.2!l 
To  be  specified in the  framework  of  a  corrbined  Eur8pe~n  ~ction. 
The  work  is to  be  undertaken  mainly  by industry,  possibly backed  up 
by  rese~rch centres  end  universities. 
5o  ££.~ '~~2-ll~~ca~ 
2,000,000  u~au  over  five  years. 
6.  E~~?J?atio~..2.f non--member_~~tr~-~ 
Not  particularly  desirable~ 
7  e  £!..~~i  fi  S2 tio!!.J_  ~it  i._t?!l:~;.L  remarks  ..'1--l.~:.r;;.ks  2~!h-.~E.  her~~ 
Classific~tion h 0 . ~  ..  t~:  ~et  011E-!$;{. 
.~')r o i e c t  56 : 
--~.!  ...  - ... .-..  ..................  ..olll  SUFZHCONDUCTCRS 
Development  of  ind·~strial super  conducting materials. 
The  develo}ment  of superconducting materials is limited in 
the  Community  to applicGtions  in physics  apparatus  and  instruments 
and  has  been  government  subsidized. 
T~2 industrial prospects  of superconductors  do  not  appear  to 
have  been  explored  in the  Co~~unity, although  they have  aroused  great 
interest  in Britain. 
The  technology for  manufacturing  superconducting wires,  in 
particular  for  e.lternating  current  use,  poses  many  problems  the 
solution of  which  would  enc::.ble  prices to  be  brought  down  and  would 
facilitate  future  developments  in the electrical industry. 
To  increase  the  ~fficiency of the  limited research carried out 
on  a  national  scale.  Opinions  or.  the  advisability of  cooperation 
are  divicled. .  - ~--·  ... 152  ·-
To  be  spscified in  the  fremework  of a  combined  Euro~e:n  ~ction. 
The  work  is to be  undet·tr:.ken  mainly  by  industry,  possibly bc.ckeci  up 
by research centres  and  universities0 
6.  Partici~ation of non-member  countries 
....c~~.-...--------------'-""~---------·----
Desirableo 
Classifi~ation Ac fj.~:  !i~.ur  gz 
f£~je~L22.: 
1 •  ~~at  !l~L2f-E.:r:.£~  c  ~ 
•  ~  -. 1 ?3  -
SEMICONDUCTORS 
Development  of semiconductors  of the  gallium  ~aanide and 
gallium  phosphide  type  for  hyperfrequencies. 
2.  Ql>jective~ 
- To  guarantee  Community  laboratories a  supply of high quality 
products. 
- To  accelerate  research  in this  field  by  making  better use  of the 
scientific facilities available  in the  Community. 
3.  Advant~ge of  cooperation 
To  reduce  the  total cost  of research,  which is at present 
·uncoordinated,  and  especially to  make  this research easier  by  joint 
use  of high performance  scientific material. 
Opinions  on  the advisability of cooperation are  divided. 
~o  ~th£§s o!_9perat~ 
To  be  specified in  the  framework  of a  combined  European  action. 
The  work  is to  be  undertaken  mainly  by  industry,  possibly backed  up 
by research centres  anry  universitieso E.r~;Le  s._t._ ,.52 
5  :.  9.-:::.~t.....£:1.~- .... t i  ~<:..~ c r.l  ~ 
3,000,000  u~ao over  five  yearso 
6.  Part~£.teation 2.f  n2E_~ill~~  count~ 
Not  particularly desirable. 
7.  ~~~fie~,  additional remarks  and  links  wi!Q-2!~E~ojeqi2 
Classification A. 
Link with  other projects: 
telecommunications field. 
to be  linked  with Project  23  in the ,..  .  ,  --· 
- ...  -.  i );)  -
6-.  NUISANCES 
Judging in particular from-the ·plethora of statements and 
action  by international bodies  in this respect,  the need  to  step up 
the  fight  against  pollution requires no  emphasizing.  Nevertheless, 
what  has  been  achieved so  far  is quite  inadequate  to  cope  with  the 
problem,  which  becomes  more  acute  every  day  owing  to  the  exponential 
increase  of noxious  matters  introduced  j_n  what  is known  as  the 
"biosphere"  .. 
Two  kinds  of actions are  needed  to reduce  nuisances: 
- the  definition  of guide  values,  quality criteria or  dnnger  levels 
on  the  basis of which  public authorities could  introduce  standards 
to be  complied  with  and  set  up  control systems; 
- prepal"atory study and  development  of effective.  technical  methods  and 
equipment  costing as little as  possible,  with  a  view  to  preventing 
pollution  and  to remedying its effects. 
What  has  been achieved  so  far in Europe at both these levels is 
insufficient  and  has  been  douc  only by  approachL4g  the  matter 
empirically and  without  an  adequate  scientific and  technological 
basis. 
In  order to  make  further valid progress,  scientific and tech-
nological  rese~rch is essential.  Improved  knowledge  of what 
pollution  involves  and  of the  harmf~l effects .of pollutants  must  be 
:obtained  to  enable  quality criteria to be  defined;  processes  must 
be  improved  and  new  techniques  developed  to prevent  pollution  or 
remedy its effects. -.156 -
~~tting aside Projects 62  and 67,  which fulfill only the first 
of these  two  objectives,  all the  projects  proposed  by the  specialist 
group  ai~ at both the  objectives  mentioned  above,  whether  in respect 
of atmospheric  pollution,  water  pollution or  acoustic  nuisances~ 
.All  the  proposed  schemes  have  a  definite  "healthn aspect,  i.e,, 
they would reduce  the  harmful  effects of pollutants to  ~an and  his 
surroundincs.  ~11 have  therefore  an  obvious  economic  advantage,  but 
some  of  them  have  a  more  clec:.rly  marked  economic  si,gn:~fic--mce,  owing 
to either  the  economic  consequences  of  the pollution  in question 
(e.g~,  desulphuration,  sludge  ~recessing)  or  the  economic  consequences 
of the  regulations  and  methods  to  be  used  in order to  decrease 
pollution  (e.g.,  gaseous effluents,  thermal  pollution,  industrial 
waste  water). 
Whatever  their connection  with  the  objectives indicated above, 
the  proposed  projects  cannot  be  grnded  according to priority and 
urgency,  for  each  of them  deals with  a  specific  problem  of 
undeniable  importance. 
The  proposals  made  are  only first  steps.  ht  a  later stage  of 
the  work  the  problem of nuisances will require  a  more  systematic 
and  overall  approach.  There  will first have  to  be  a  complete 
review  of all the  knowledge  acquired  and  of the rrojects  carried out, 
initiated or  pl~nned by  countries or  internationRl  organizations; 
then  a  survey of what  is to  be  done  will  have  to be  made 9  and  from 
there  a  real European  anti-nuisance  progranme  will  have  to  be  drawn 
up,  which  will  no  longer  be  limited to air,  water  and  noise,  but ----~-------------------------------------, 
- t .  .J,.-.157  -
will also  include  other nuisances such as  pharma~eutiea~ rrodu~ts~ 
the  polluting effects of which  are  constantly increasing and  are 
often  more  harmful  because  of  their insidious nature. l  ..,..,159  .. 
Projec:L§l:  FIGHT  ilGh.INST  i;.THOSPHERIC  POLLUTION  BY 
SULPHUR  DERIV.ATIVES 
1.  ~~re of Eroject 
(a)  Research  on  the  physicochemical  be~aviour of these  derivatives 
in  gaseous  effluents  (with particular attention to the  effects 
of the  associated pollutants). 
(b)  Research  on  improved  characterization of the  harmful  effects 
of sulphur derivatives. 
(c)  Basic research contribution to the  development  of desulphuration 
processes. 
Determination  of maximum  permissible  concentrations with  a  view 
to establishing standards. 
•  Development  of  methods  making it possible  to detect  and  reduce 
the  content  of sulphur  compounds  in the  atmosphere. 
~vantage of  cooEerat~ 
- Saving of resources  by avoiding duplication and  waste  of effort. 
- Geographically widespread  effe~ts of  ~tmospheric pollution. ~  .. 160  -
Projec!_..§1 
- Need  for  harmonized  standaras  on  a  European  scale  (thereby 
preventing obstacles to  trade). 
4.  ~~~hods of operation 
To  be  defined. 
5.  Q~~~nd timescale 
84o,ooo  u.a.  over three  years~ 
6.  Particij2atJ:on  of non-member:_£ountries 
Desirable. 
7.  ~ssification 2  additional  ~~~~~~£d links with  other projects 
Classification A. ·- i  ...... 161  -
Field:  ~~~~~ce~ 
Er£jeci_62:  DEVELOPMENT  OF  BIOLOGIC~L INDIC~TORS FOR 
DETERMINING  THE  OVERALL  Dii.NGER  LEVEL  OF 
ATMOSPHERIC  POLLUTl~oNTS 
1.  ~~ture of project 
The  research is aimed  at  defining the  overall danger level of 
atmospheric  pollutants  by  means  of.biological indicators incorporating 
the  harmful  action  of pollutants: 
- search  for  biological indicators in the  vegetable  and  micro-
biological fields; 
- research into the  action  of atmospheric pollutants  on  tissue cell 
cultures. 
2.  Object~ 
To  determine  criteria of biological quality,  making it possible 
to undertake  a  comparative  study of the  quality of atmospheres at 
various  points  within the  Community,  and  giving to  public authorities 
the  necessary basis  for  improving  standards  as well  as  for  intra~ 
ducing  more  effective  measures  to detect  and  fight  pollution. 
3.  ~ntage of  c~operatio~ 
- Saving of resources  by  avoiding duplieation  and  waste  of effort. 
- Geographically widespread effects of ntmospheric  pollution. ..  l. ·~·.162  -
- Naed  for  harmonized  standards  on  a  European  scale  (thereby 
preventing obstacles  to  trade). 
To  be  defined. 
Cost  and  tim~scale 
~---..~..-.,_.,.._~~~ 
1,200,000 uca.  over  three  yenrs. 
Desirableo 
Classification  A~ ... 
...  r: :-163 -
Field:  Nuisances 
1. 
· Projec~ 63; 
.  ! 
!!eture  of projec! 
/ 
STUDY  OF  FUMES  AND  DUST  FROM  MOTOR  VEHIC~S! 
AND  DOMESTIC  HEATING  APPLIANCES 
The  research  must  cover  motor  vehicle  fumes  (in  part~cular 
nitrogen oxides)  and liquid or  solid aerosols  produced by  comptistion 
engines,  with  a  view  to  determining  the role Flayed by  such products 
in  smog  formation  under  various  conditions of operation.  This 
research will also have  to  inve~tigate fumes  frqm  domestic  hea~ing 
appliances burning  mineral~oil under  diffe~ent conditions;  it will 
include  preliminary theoretical work  with  a  view to the  development 
of prototypes  of  continuous burners. 
2.  Objectives 
- To  make  it possible  to establish improved  standards  for  the  fight 
against  atmospheric  pollution  on  the basis of more  extensive 
scientific knowledge. 
By  widely  spreading the results obtained,  to provide  industry  wi~h 
the  means  of improving  the  design  of engines,  motors  and  appliances 
with  a  view to avoiding pollution. 
To  develop  improved  and standardized analysis  i-nstruments. 
3.  !dvantage  of  coope~~ 
. - Saving of resources  by avoiding  1urlic3.t:l.c~  and  waste  of effort  •-I· 
'''"\._  "I 
~· 164  -
Geographically widespread  effects of atmospheric  pollution. 
Need  for  harmonized  standards  on  a  European  scale  (thereby 
preventing obstacles  to  trade). 
4.  ~.2£!.!i  .. of operation 
To  be  defined. 
;.  Cost  and  timescale 
1,4401000 uoa.  over  three years. 
6.  ~i£!pation_of non-member  countries 
Desirableo 
?.  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with other projects 
Classification A. 
'., .  -.~~ 
..  -Field:  Nuisances  .........................  -..  .............. 
F:r,  ric:~ ct  6lJ.: 
-~~-·~~-~  --~  RES)S.c  .. RCH  INTO  f\L'~'rURilL  PURIFICI-.TION  PROCESSES 
IN  POLLUTED  vJi1.T.CRS 
The  research  should  lend to improved  knowledge  of  the  natural 
purification process,  and  in particular of the  behaviou::  of organic 
polluting substances  in their natural  environment  (sedimentation, 
chemical  nr  biological mineralization,  effects of inorganic pollutantst 
biociles,  toxic  substances  and  thermal  pollution)o  Work  will 
include: 
(a)  in situ study of several hydrological  systems; 
(b)  certain model  tests~ 
2 &  Obi e c t i v e s 
-~-.---.:·-~- ............... 
- to  preserve  and  forecast  water  resources  from  the  point  of view  of 
quality; 
- to standardize  quality criteria in  order to protect  ~eople and 
improve  economic  efficiency; 
- to reach bases  for  'he  assessment  of measures  to be  taken  with 
regard to  the  purification of effluents in order to  improve  the 
natural purification process. 
- saving  of resources by avoi1ing  waste  of effort; 
- need  for  harmonized  quality criteria in respect  of water. :---.166  -
To  be  defined. 
360,000 u.ao  over  three  years. 
Desirable. 
Classification  A~ ......  )  .......  ,...,._,..,....,....,.....,....,.......,.,.,......,.......-,---..,........-,-,-~~~-~~~~"'T"~~~~-~,--~-~~· ,.-- ..-
1  -
<  -, 
._, 
:  ~/ 
,-· 
..... 167  -
Field:  Nuisance~ 
Project ·62:  RESEARCH  AND  DEVELOPMENT  OF  METHODS 
OF  PURIFICATION  OF  HASTE  WATERS 
Fight  against  water  pollution by carrying out research  and 
...  - . 
development  on  methods  of pur'ifying waste  wattirs' ·c a'pplication to 
certain individual industries)Q 
The  first stage  of this action  must  include  preliminary studies 
and  the  selection of industries producing effluents with  a  high 
content  of  organic products,  ~etal and  toxic  substances  • 
.. 
The  second  stage  will include,  in. re.spe-ct  of the  industries 
under  consideration,  the  pooling of the  experience  acquires  and 
research and  development  work  on  new  purification methods  which 
are  both effective and  economically viable. 
2.  Object~ 
•  protection of water  resources; 
- development  of new  methods  and  apparatus; 
- definition of basic scientific and  technical foundations  for 
regulations concerning the  discharge  of effluents. 
3.  Advantage  of  cooper~tio~ 
- Harmonizat.ion  of the crieria to be  applied will enable  one  of 
the  causes  of unfair  competition between  industries in the 
Member  States to be  eliminated. ,..,·· 
··.:. .. 168  -
froject  65 
- Saving of resources by  avoiding waste  of effort. 
4.  Methods  of  operati~ 
To  be  defined. 
5.  Cost  and  timescale 
1st stage: 
2nd  stage: 
10,000 u.ao  over six months 
4oo,ooo  uoa.  over  2  1/2 years 
6,  farticiEation  of  non-m~~ountries 
Desirableo 
'I-
7.  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with  other  project~ 
Classification A. Field:  Nuisances 
Efoject 66:  RESEARCH  ON  THERMAL  POLLUTION  OF  SURFACE 
WATERS 
•  1.  Nature  of project 
; 
This research,  which  does  not  include  sea  water.~ relates to the 
following three subjects:-
I  .  .  ..  '  ...  ....  ~-..  .  ... 
I 
I  (a)  natural cooling of waterdays  (in situ studies  ~nd  .. mathematica.J. 
models); 
·--(b)  action  of water  temperature  on  its enyironment  (biological study); 
(c)  economic  and  technic.a.l  study  on  means  of prevention,  including 
the  possible use  of residual thermal  energy. 
2.  .Ql?,~ctiyes 
- preservation of biological resources  in water  environments; 
- definition  of siting of  power  stations along waterways; 
- definition of technical bases  for  fixing the  temperature  level 
which  inQustrial waste  must  not  exceed; 
- development  of preventive  methods  and  apparatus,  and  possibly 
methods  and  apparatus  making  use  of residual  thermal energy. 
3·  Advantage  of_cooperation 
- saving of resources; 
- desirability of  harmonized  criteria. Project ~.€ 
4.  Methods  of oneration 
To  be  defined. 
5.  Cost  and  timescale 
720,000  U&n.  over three  years. 
6.  ParticiEat~of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7•  ~sification, additional remarks  and  links with  o!E~r .P£2~~~ 
Classification A. 
I. 
,...  •' -1,  .,.,.- • 
-.1?1  -
Field:  Nuisances 
~·'  " 
Project  67:  BIOLOGICAL  EFFECTS  OF  BIOCIDES  IN  SURfACE 
AND  UNDERGROUND  WATERS  . 
1.  Nature  qf project 
The  research should  cover  the  following subjects: 
-analytical methods  for  ~etermining contamination:of water  by 
biocides; 
studies with  a  view  to establishing an  acceptable level of 
contamination. 
2.  Objectives 
preservation cf water resources; 
protection of man  and his surroundings  through  the  fixing of 
quality criteria for water  and  measures  concerning the  use  or 
production  of biocides  (replacing pollutants by other substances 
which are less toxic  or less persistent); 
orientation of industry in respect  of biocide  production. 
3.  ~!liage of  c~operD.tion 
international nature  of biocide  pollution; 
saving of resources; 
desirability of harmonized  criteria (freedom  of movement  for 
products  and  normal  competit~on between producers). 
~  '  . 
I 
i  .. 
/, '!"'.172  -
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4.  Methods._of  operati.Q!! 
To  be  de fined. 
5.  Cost  and  timescale 
600,000 u.a.  over  three  years. 
6$  Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7.  Classific~tion, additional remarks  and links with  other  Eroje~ 
Classification A. "!:'".173  -
Field:  ~sances 
Project  68:  DEVELOPMENT  OF  SLUDGE  PROCESSING  METHODS 
Development  of  methods  for  economically processing sludge  from 
'  #  \'  •  '""  ••• :  ....  ,· ....  "  •  ....  .....  :  ' 
purification plants  t  taking J.n to• account· its sanitary aspects 
(drying,  digestion,  disinfection, 'irradiation),  with  a  view  to using 
it. 
2.  OQjectives 
- to solve  problems  presented by  sludge  accumulation,  particularly 
in highly populated areas; 
to  find  economical  uses  for  sludge  by processing it. 
3.  Advantage  of  cooperation 
- most  countries have  a  sludge  problem; 
- saving of resources. 
4.  ~thods of operation 
To  be  defined. 
5.  Cost  and  timesca~ 
240,000 uoa.  over  three  years. 
/  .. - 174  -
Project  68 
6.  Participation of non-member  count~ 
Desirable. 
7.  Classification,  additional remarks  and links with  other  Frojec~ 
Classification A. j  I 
I 
-.1?5 -
Field~  Nuisances 
RESEARCH  CONCERNI-NG  ACOUSTIC  NUISANCES 
1.  ~~ture of project 
Two  subjects  for research are  under  consideration: 
(i)  the  gathering of information.on the  importance  of infrasonic 
and  ultrasonic  components  in noises,  and· experiments  on  the 
effects of these· opmponerits; 
(ii) research on  the  technical  means·which  can  be  used  to reduce 
vehicle noise,  taking into account its economic  consequences. 
2.  Objectives 
(i) determination  of criteria and  standards  for  the  protection 
of man; 
(ii) orientation of industries towards  criteria to be  complied with 
in the  manufacture  of noise-producing apparatus  and vehicles. 
3e  Advantage  of cooEeration 
(i) 
and  Saving of resources. 
(ii) 
(ii)  Harmonization  of criteria and  standards  (in particular with 
a  view to trade  between  countries). 
4.  Metg~s of operation 
To  be  de fined. -~176 -
~ject 69 
5.  Cost  and  timescale 
I.  100,000 u.a.  over  three  years. 
II. 500 9000 u.a.  over  three  yearso 
6.  Parti~ipation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7•  Classif~cet!on~ additional remarks  and  1~  with  other  ?reject~ 
Classification A. r·  '; 
~\  - ' .  +. 177  ... 
!'. 
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7 •  METEOROLOGY 
Meteorology is at  a  turning point  in its development.  The 
possibilities for  collecting and  transmitting information by satellite 
and  for  information processing by  computers  provide  tremendous  scope 
for  new  methods.  In particular,  the  use  of synoptic charts 
involving the  use  of a  large  number  of factors  which  take  account 
of the  dynamics  of the  atmosphere  should result  in an  improvement 
in forecasting as  carried  out  at  present,  and  in particular in 
forecasts  covering a  considerably longer  period.  The  economic 
advanta3e  of such long-range  forecasts  is considerable,  particularly 
with regard to agriculture,  the  construction industry,  and,  to  a 
lesser degree,  certain kinds  of transport. 
It is thus extremely important  for  the  meteorological services 
to benefit as  soon  as  possible  and  on  a  very wide  scale  from  the  new 
possibilities offered to  them  to  make  a  greater  contribution to the 
economic  efficiency of their countries.  But  at the  same  time it 
should  be  realized that  the  introduction  of these  new  techniques 
requires a  very considerable financial effort,  which is practically 
impossible  for  individual national European meteorological services. 
Cooperation is thus essential,  not  only in order to avoid duplication 
of expenditure  of tbe  same  type,  but also to reinforce  the effective 
use  of the  new  techniques.  It would  be  no  exaggeration to  say that 
joint action is a  sine  qua  non  if European  meteorology is really to 
commit  itself to the necessary changes. 
The  proposals  which  have  been  made  primarily involve  two  fairly 
wide-ranging projects,  which  would result in  commitment  to  such  chang~s: 
firstly,  the  establishment  of a  large  single centre  for  computation 
and  research  (project  70}  and,  secondly,  the launching of a  European .  +.178  -
meteorological satellite and  the  setting up  of the necessary 
ground  stations  (project 71). 
As  well  as  these  large-scale  operations,  more  modest 
proposals  have  also been  put  forward,  referring in particular to  ~ 
the  development  of single  prototypes  for  certain types  of apparatus, 
with a  view to encouraging  concentration  of industrial  production 
on  a  few  series which would  hnve  a  considerable  market  as  a  result 
of coordination of  government  contracts  (project  72). 
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. Field:  Meteorology 
~ :  ' 
,  :;p~oJect zo:  EU~QPEAN ,COHPUTATION  CENTRE  FOR  li!ETEOR~LOGICAL. 
EXPLOITATION  AND  RESEARCH 
'· 
1. Nature·ot  ~roject  • 
-·The  setting up  ot a  common  meteorologi.cal o·entre. for 
'  '  : 
·aomputation and  research. 
2. Objectives 
i. 
Improvement  in medium  and.long-range- weather· forecasting, 
offe~$ng considerable economic  and social advantages  (agri-
cul·ture,  building,  transpo:t:·t·,  travel, etc.). 
3.  Advantage  of  ooopera~i~~ 
·  In· order to establish  ~onger range  forecast  than is 
possible at the present  ti~e,  charts of increasing complexity 
'  . 
must  be  used,  which  ca.n  only be  so~ved numerically with the 
.  ....  .  .  ~  ..  .  .  .  ... 
aid of high 'power  computers,  The  interpretation of available 
observations using  these  charta  woul~ resu~t in  co~siderable 
'·  .... 
progress being made. 
~he_.financing on a  pur~1~ national level of the necessary 
'  ...  '.  .  ~  ' 
data processing installa  t i.o!1a  would _prove  impossible.  for  the  .  ~  .  . 
.  ',  ~  . ,  .. ' 
meteorological services of small Member  States and, .at the 
'  . 
very least,  problematical  for  the  larger Member  States. • 
\  •.  '  : 
rroject 70 
The  pro'ject includes the acquisition of a  high power  data 
processing installation as well as  the setting up  of an 
institute which  would  employ  25-50  research workers  in  thP 
installation. Joint organization and operation as  well e.s 
public  financing  would  be  essential to  the  successful comple-
tion of the project. 
5.  Cost  an.d  time  soale 
- Cost  of investment  (computer  and building)  10-12 million u,a •. 
- Running  costs per year 
- Time  required for putting the 
installation into service 
- Trial period before  the  establishment 
of  systematic medium-term  forecasts 
6. Part!2ipation of  non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
0.5 - 1  million u.ao 
3  years 
2-3  years 
.·' 
I, 
7.  Classification,  ad,li  tional remarks  and links with other  project:,~  .. 
Classification A. 
Links  with otehr projects:  this project  could  with advantage 
be  linked with that relating to satellites  (No.  71)  and automat  .... 
ic meteorological stations  (Nos.  43  and 72). 
~ .·-· 
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Field: Meteorology 
~reject 71:  EUROPEAN  METEOROLOGICAL  SATELLITES 
1. Nature  of project 
• 
Development  of meteorological satellites,  together with 
measuring  instruments,  scanning and  telecommunication  systems. 
2. Objectives 
Use  of satellites for  measuring and transmitting data of 
particular interest to European meteorological services, 
within  the  context of  a  network of meteorological satellites 
on  a  world scale. 
). Advantage  of- cooperat!~ 
By  pooling the  knowledge ·acquired in this field in Europe, 
it would  be  possible  to develop European satellites under 
favourable  cost  conditions  (possibly with American  launchers 
as  long as  European  rockets are  not available). 
4.  Methods  of operatic! 
Development  of satellites under  the  direction of ESRO, 
launching within  the  context of  a  world  system  (GARP,  World 
Weather  Watch).  Some  details remain  to be  studied. .  I 
~  ...  ,  ,  ~ •  ·r'  .  .  .  . ; ~  ; 
~- ... ·~--
'' 
Project 71 
5.  Cost  and  time  scale 
The  cost  depends  on  the  type  of·satellite. This remains 
to  be  specified.  A European satellite could be  p~t into·orbit 
in five  years  from  now. 
6.  ~rticipation of non-member  count~~~ 
Desirable. 
· 7.:-.9J.assification,  additional remarks  and links with other  Eroje~t!._. 
Classification B. 
Additional remarks:  the project is an  important  one  and 
details should therefore  be  specified.qQi~kly. 
Links  with other projects:  possibility of improving 
·meteorological forecasts,  in connection. with  the  planned 
computation and· research centre  (project :70):.  .  '· 
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Field: Meteorology 
,· 
.  I' 
P~oj_~ot za: ..  DEVELO?NEN~ AND:  STANDARDIZATION,-:oF 
~EOROLOGICAL EQUIPMENT· 
1 •.  Nature  of.· proJect 
.Standardization and  joint development  of.11  types· of 
··meteorological eq\iipment: 
•  •  ]'  ~  I 
... 
,.  ~ \.  .  ( 
j· 
.. 
1. balloons; 
2 ..  radio-sondes; 
3.  ozone  sondes; 
-; 
4.  automatic ground station; 
5•  devices  for .measuring  changes  in wind 
direction at ground le.vel; 
6.  three-component  wind:measuring devices; 
7. radiometric  methods !or determining  radiation 
balance  and  for  measuring  temperature at a  distance; 
8.·.measuring devices and rockets  for probing 
the  atmosphere; 
9. visibility measuring  devices; 
10.  devices  for  measuring  the  cloud base; 
11.  devices  for detecting and  measuring 
precipitation by radar. 
Purchase  of standardized equipment • 
•  1', j 
'' 
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Project ?2 
2.  Objectiv2,! 
Improvement  of meteo:rological forecasts as a  result of 
more  precise,  supplementary or new  measures.  Increase in 
air safety with regard to  take-..:.off  and  landirig  (in particular 
devices Nos.  5,  9 and 10 in paragraph 1). 
3·  ~vantage of cooperation 
Reduction of expenditure  thrcugh 
- the elimination of duplication by  joint development; 
- the  purchase  of standardized equipment. 
Execution in several stages: 
stage  A:  joint fixing of required characteristics; 
stage  B:  joint development  of experimental models*  in 
cases  where  these are not already in existence; 
- stage  C:  develop~ent contracts with industry. 
*  In point 8,  only  the  section on  "measuring devices" has 
been  taken  into consideration.  Work  on  self-destroying 
rockets  comes  entirely under  the  auspices of industry. 
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Project Z2  · 
5. Cost and  time  scale 
The  programmes  of the meteorological services  ~f the 
l"iember  Stat~s already include  estimates of e.xpenditure,  at 
l~ast for  some  of the  equipment  mentioned.  Considering that 
the objective of the  proposed collaboration-is to bring about 
savings  (of paragraph 3),  no  estimates of cost have  been 
produced. 
Time  required:  extremely variable  from  one  item of 
equipment  to another  (1-2 years in  the·~ae of balloons, 
several years  for  technologically complex  devices). 
6. Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7. Classification,  addi~1~~al remarks  and links with other projects 
Classification A. 
Links  with other projects:  the  methods  included in point 7 
in paragraph 1  ("radiation balance  and measuring of temperature 
at a  distance")  may  be  of interest for  the  "meteorological 
satellite projectn(No.  71). 
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